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SUMMARY OF FINAL REPORT

This project included a series of eight research studies related to the use of
computer assisted instruction (CAI) with mildly handicapped stmdents, either
at the junior high or high school level. These studies were designed to examine
a range of instructional design principles that have heen previously demonstrated
to be effective techniques in non-computer studies and the applicability of these
for improving the effectiveness of different types of CAI prcgrams and the
videodisc. Through videodisc and cc:muter assisted instruction, project staff
were able to isolate the effects of the fcalowing instructional design variables:
(1) review cycles, (2) size cf teaching sets, (3) explicit strategies, and
(4) correction procedures.

Several cf the studies in the project involved three different kinds of
CA/--drill and practice, tutorials, and simulations. Thus, a secondary
interest of these studiPs was to examine the impact of different design variables
acrcss a range of CAI program types. The results ct these studies indicate
that prqperly designed cpa can be effective as an instructional medium.
For example, the Vocabulary Instruction study demonstrated that a skill requiring
considerable practice Gan be adequately taught on a ccmputer, and the Reasoning
Skills program was successful at teaching a more complicated academic
task--logical,inferences. The Math Word Problems study, however, appeared to

indicate that the best way to teach skills in this area mey be tnrough teacher
directed instruction first, with the computer used for guided practice.
The specific cutcanes of the studies in this project lead to a better under-
standing of the application cf technolcgy in special education as it is linked
to better instructional design principles. Another implicit outccme cf this
project is the need for careful consideration cf the academic task, the stage
of instruction, and the role cf the teacher in order tomake optimal use of
calputer assisted instructinn.
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Abstract

Applications of computer technology in special education have all too often

come about because of enthusiasm over the hardware and selected software

programs. While most advocates in the field are adept at detailing technical

capabilities of this medium, little has been done in the way of systematic empirical

research into the use of computer assisted instruction (CAI) for the mildly

handicapped. This report summarizes eight studies conducted in this area over the

last three years.

Each study is grounded in the instructional design principles articulated by the

senior project director on this grant (Engelmann & Camine, 1982) and others in the

field. These principles have been empirically demonstrated as effective techniques in

non-computer studies and in fifteen years of research on effective curriculum design

variables as part of Project Follow Through. The studies described in this involved

the three different kinds of CAI (i.e., drill and practice, tutorials, and simulations) as

well as videodisc instruction. Three of the eight studies are refinements of the CAl

studies conducted during the first year of this grant. In each case, we attempted to

build upon the earlier study, either by investigating more specific hypotheses or by

testing improved versions of the software program.

As a program of research, these studies support our initial hyposthesis, namely

that empirically-based instructional design principles are applicable for improving the

effectivness different types of CAI programs and the videodisc media. Furthermor3,

our research enabled us t;.., begin to make some recommendations about teacher

practices in relation to tne use of educational technology.

Research Problem .

The instructional design principles investigated under this grant have been

articulated by Engelmann and Carnine's (1982) Theory of Instruction. These

r
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principles have been empirically demonstrated as effective techniques in non-

computer studies (e.g., Camine, 1980; Gamine, Kameenui, & Woolfson, 1982; Darch,

Camine, & Gersten, 1984) and in our fifteen years of experience with Project Follow

Through (cf. Stebbins et al., 1977).

Through videodisc and computer assisted instruction, we have been able to

isolate the effects of the following instructional design variables: a) review cycles, b)

size of teaching sets, c) explicit strategies, and d) correction procedures. We did this

in a variety of ways. Two of the studies compared software that we developed to

popular commercial CAI programs. In two other studies, we compared variants the

same software program, either by using different approaches or by using different

versions of the same program. Two additional studies compared the use of

technology (i.e., CAI and videodisc) to traditional teaching practices. Figure 1 shows

the relationship of the different instructional design variables to the eight studies.

Figure 1

Instructional Design Variables

Example Example Review Correction Explicit
&LSI& $elecrioll card:1 am= lam allalf41:1

Studies

Vocabulary Instruction X X

Math Word Problems X X

Reasoning Skills I X

Reasoning Skills ll X . X

Health Problem Solving I X

Health Problem Solving II X

Videodisc Instruction X X X



Pesearch Methods

All of the studies described below were conducted with mildly handicapped

secondary students, either at the junior high or secondary level. AU were selected

from special education resource programs and screened for skill deficits in the

targeted academic area For example, all students in the math word problems study

were competent in basic arithmetic operations (through division) and knew how to

solve addition and subtraction word problems. Thus, it was appropriate to teach

these studetns word problems involving division and multiplication on the fucus of the

study. Students whose skills were above or below this level were not used in the

study; those who remained were randomly assigned to treatment conditions. Each

study involved a group design, with random assignment of subjects to conditions.

Finally, in order to precisely measure academic development, tests were created for

th-.1 particular academic skills taught in each study. When appropriate, measures of

knowledge transfer were also included.

findings

The research findings have been or will soon be published in a variety of

special education and technology journals. As each article fully documents the

procedures used as well as the specific findings, we have appended a copy of each to

this report. Except for the last two studies, which viere completed in June of 1987 and

thus remain unpublished at the time of this report, all six studies are described in the

following six articles. We have also included abstracts of those two unpublished

studies. For ease of reference, the table below indicates which studies are associated

with the following articles.
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Article or Abstract Study (or Studies)

Woodward, J., Camine, D., Gersten, R., Gleason, M.,
Johnson, G., & Collins, M. (1986). Instructional
design principles for CAI: A summary of four
studies. loutnaL2L_SlaciaLfsloattsallOADiaCIL.
7 (1), 107-118.

Johnson, G., Gersten, R., & Camine, D. (1987).
Effects of instructional riasign variables or
vocabulary acquisition of LD students: A study
of computer assisted instruction.
J.pumal of Learninck Disabilities. 20(4), 206-213.

Collins, M., Carnine, D. W., & Gersten, R. (in press).
Elaborated corrected feedback and the acquisition
of reasoning skills. A study of computer-assisted
instruction. Exceptional Childrert.

Woodward, J., Carnine, D., tt Gersten, R., (in press).
Teaching problem-solving through computer
simulations. American Educational Research Journal.

Kelly, B., Camine, D. W., Gersten, R., & Grossen, B.,
(1986). The effectiveness of videodisc instruction
in teaching fractions to learning handicapped &
remedial high school students. Journal of Special
Education Technology,11(2), 5-17.

Woodward, J., Carnine, D., & Collins, M. Closing
the performance gap in secondary education. Article
submitted to the Journal of Computer Research in
Education

The effect of an explicit strategy on student
comprehension of problem solving skills
taught in a computer health simulation.
University of Oregon: abstract

[Abstract indicated here war not included
in document received by ER1,.1
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Vocabulary Instruation
Reasoning Skills 1
Math Problems
Health Problem Solving I

Vocabulary Instruction

Reasoning Skills I

Health Problem Solving I

Videodisc Instruction

Vocabulary Instruction
Reasoning Skills 11
Health Problem Solving I

Health Problem Solving II
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Abstract

Health Problem Solving II

An experimental study was conducted to determine the effectiveness of

teaching an explicit strategy to a group of special education students for solving a

series of health problems using computer simulations. Students were matched

according to reading ability and randomly assigned to either an experimental or

control group. They were given a pretest to determine their knowledge of basic health

concepts.

During an intervention period of hurteen days, students in both groups studied

health using a traditional form of health curricula and also a compute health

simulation. The only difference between groups was the experimental students were

taught a specific strategy to apply to the computer simulation. The control group

received no such strategy.

Detailed study was completed on student performance across six test

simulations. The defined objective on the simulation was to make decisions that

would help surpass the profile's given life expectancy.

After the treatment period, four separate measures were given. The first test

measured the students' knowledge of basic concepts taught. The other three

measures examined students' ability to generalize knowledge gained in the

simulations to new contexts. These included a series of videotaped health profiles

and written profiles.

Both groups scored significantly higher on the health concepts posttest than on

the pretest. While playing the test simulations, the treatment group scored significantly

8
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higher than the control in achieving the defined objective. This difference appeared to

be due to the strategy that the experimental students were taught.

No significant differences were found on the three generalizations measures,

with one exception. A significant difference was found on one of the videotape

measures, indicating experimental S's were more likely to correctly identify health

changes required.

On the written generalization measure, students were expected to identify and

prioritize health changes. Although able to identify the required and corresponding

behavioral changes, they lacked skills needed to prioritize these changes.

The results of an attitudinal survey indicate students generally felt they had

developed a strategy. 'They also strongly indicated they enjoyed studying health using

the computer and the simulation; few wanted to continue studying hea!th using

traditional texts.

Researchers: Hollingsworth, M., Woodward, J., & Gersten, R.
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Applying instructional Design Principles to CAl for Mildly Handicapped
Students: Four Recently Conducted Studies

John WoodtNard
Doug Camino
Russell Gersten
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Gary Johnson
Maria Collins

Journal of Special Education Technology.81(1), 1986

Research for these studies was sponsored under the Department of
Education grant number G008400600. We would also like to thank
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some of these studies.
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Special education has passed through a phase where computers have

been widely embraced and uncritically adopted. The enthusiasm over

computers and their poiential impact on special education can be documented

with little difficulty (e.g., Budoff, Thormann, & Gras, 1984; Blaschke, 1985). While

most advocates are adept at detailing the technical capabilities of this medium

(e.g., immediate feedback, automatic scoring, individualized instruction), little .

has been done in the way of systematic research into the use of computers - in

particular, computer assisted instruction (CAI) - for the mildly handicapped. This

report summarizes four studies recently conducted in this area. They ere the

beginnings of what we consider to be systematic research into CAI for the mildly

handicapped.

The limited research on the instructional effectiveness of CAI for

handicapped and non-handicapped populations is complicated and often

contradiztory. After a comprehensive search of the literature, Forman (1982)

condi:tied that achievement was rarely enhanced by CAI, even though students

exhibited positive attitudes toward such instruction. When studies do show

effects on learning (Edwards, Morth, Taylor, Weis, & Dusseldorp, 1975; Bums &

Boseman, 1981), they are modest and isolated, far from the more generalized

impact on thinking skills that educators and enthusiasts have long claimed would

result from CAI (Bangert-Drowns, Kulik, & Kulik, 1985). We are not surprised by

these mixed findings, as little of the available software used in 3pecial education

settings makes use of even the most rudimentary principles of sound

instructional design and effective teaching (cf. Stevens & Rosenshine, 1981;

Engelmann & Carnine, 1982; Brophy & Good, 1984).

In 1984, we began a series of CAI studies that examined different

instructional design principles that have been articulated by Engelmann and

11
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Camine (1982) and others. These principles have been empirically

demonstrated as effective techniques in rion-computer studies (e.g., Camine,

1980; Carnine Kameenui, & Woolfson, 1982; Darch, Carnine, & Gersten, 1984)

and in our fifteen years of experience with Project Follow Through (cf. Stebbins

et al., 1977). The studies described below involved the thme different lOnds of

traditional CAI: drill and practice, tutorials, and simulations. Thus, a seconder*

interest of this research was to examine the impact of different instructional

design variables across a range of CAI program types.

Through computer assisted instruction, we have been able to isolate the

effects review cycles, size of teaching sets, explicit strategies, and correction

procedures. We were able to do this in a variety of ways. Two of our studies

compared software that we developed to popular commercial programs. In

another, we examined the effect of one variable (a correctioo procedure) by

modifying our version of the software. In the last study described in this report,

we used our software as an adjunct to a written curriculum to teach specific

problem solving skills. Figure 1 shows the relationship of the different

instructional design variables to the four studies.

[Insert Figure 1 about here]

All of the studies described below were conducted with mildly

handicapped secondary students. The two tutorial studies involved students

from different junior high schools in a medium sized district. In each of the two

remaining studies, the participating students were all from different class periods

at the same high school. Students were mostly while and from middle and .)wer

middie ciass families. All were selected from special education resource

programs and screened for appropriate skill deficits before it was determined if

12



practice programs for teaching vocabulary to mildly handicapped adolescents

(Johnson, Gersten, & Camine, 1986). The study examined the effect of size of

the daily teaching sets and provisions for daily and cumulative review on the

acquisition and maintenance of word meaning. Two CAI vocabulary programs

were used to present the same 50 words and definitions.

Two designs were used in this study: 1) a time to mastery (Will there be a

significant difference between times required to meet mastery criterion on the

50 words by students taught with the two different CAI programs?), cold 2) fixed

design, in which all subjects were tested after the seventh session. We also

looked at differences between pretest and posttest scores as well as

maintenance of effects two weeks after students achieved mastery.

Method

Twenty-four mildly handicapped high school students from an initial pool of

38 students were matched by scores on a 50 item vocabulary pretest and

randomly assigned to one of the two CAI programs. The students were all

referred to the school's special education program for remedial reading or

language arts instruction and were identified by the resource teacher as

needing vocabulary instruction. Students worked individually on 21 - .1Jsigned

program 23 minutes a day for 11 days. All of the words, which w...re the same

for both programs, were considered important by two or more special education

teachers. A final list composed of 25 verbs and 25 adjectives was 'med.

The CAI Promams, One program used in the study, the Small Teaching

Set program, tests students on words and then creates lessons with the words

they cannot identify (Camine, Rankin, & Granzin, 1984). After testing the

students on new words, the program provides instruction on a "teaching set" of

no more than three words which the student miss :1 on the test. Each lesson

1 3



also includes a "practice set" with a maximum of seven words. The student

must meet a specific mastery criterion on each word before it is removed from

the practice set. The program tests the student on new words and adds words

the student does not know to the practice set. Once the student has mastered

ten words, the program presents a cumulative review lesson on those words.

The other program, the Large Teaching Set program, teaches words in -

sets of 25 words (Davidson & Eckert, 1983). The student may choose to see the

words in any of four types of formats: (a) a toaching display which shows the

word, its definition, and one example sentence; (b) a multiple choice quiz

format; (c) an exercise in which a definition is displayed and the student must

spell the correct missing word to complete a sentence; and (d) an arcade-type

game in which the student matches words to their definitions.

Measures. A 50 item, multiple choice test was developed for the study (79

coefficient alpha). This test was administered to all subjects as a pretest, as a

criterion reference test at the end of seven sessions, immediately atter mastery

(or at the end of the eleventh session), and two weeks after mastery. There

were also two transfer measures. One was a 10 item objective test in which

students defined words orally. The other test required students to answer

comprehension questions that require knowing the meaning of words in several

short passages.

Results

Eight of the twelve subjects (67%) in the Large Teaching Set program and

ten of the twelve subjects (83%) in the STsIlTeaching Set program met

mastery criterion by the end of 11 sessions. The study was terminated after

eleven sessions because the experimenter felt that the subjects who were still

struggling to reach mastery were no longer benefiting from instruction. The
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mean number of sessions to mastery (for those who reached mastery) was 7.6

for those in the Small Teaching Set and 9.1 in the Large Teaching Set program.

Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics icy both groups. Results of a I - test

indicate this difference is significant (p < .05). Hence, subjects in the Small

Teaching Set program met mastery in significantly less time.

[Insert Table 1 about here]

A 2 x 2 analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed on posttest and

maintenance tmt scores, indicating no significant main effect for type of

instruction. Results on the multiple choice test in the fixed time design (i.e., the

test administered to all students after seven sessions) indicates a slight, but

nonsignificant difference in means favoring subjects in the Large Teaching Set

program. Differences between scores on two transfer measures were also

statistically nonsignificant.

DiSCUssiM

The unequivocal finding of the study was that the subjects taught with the

Small Teaching Set program reached mastery criterion on the set of 50 words

faster than subjects with the Large Teaching Set program. In addition, more

students in the Small Teaching Set program reached mastery within eleven

lessons. Given that the groups achieved equivalent levels of performance on

the multiple-choice tests, their difference in acquisition rates becomes even

more meaningful. Subjects taught with the Small Teaching Set program

required less time to meet mastery criterion on the words, yet their posttest

performance was equal to that of subjects in the other treatment who took

longer reaching mastery. In addition, the shorter instructional time which the

Smaller Teaching Set program subjects required did not negatively affect their

retention of word meanings.
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Tutoriale

Beasoning_SsillESiDimaiga.Erackum

Much of the recent literature on improving special education teaching

practices has stressed the importance of providing academic feedback to

students when they made errors (Camine, 1980; Rieth, Po lsgrow-- & Semmel,

1981; Stevens & Rosenshine, 1981). Furthermore, a recent meta-analysis of -

the limited research on corrective feedback by Lysakowski and Walberg (1981)

suggests that detailed corrective feedback is superior to merely telling students

whether their answers are right or wrong. Just telling students they are wrong

(called a "basic correction") does not help them solve the problem correctly.

Tiese authors suggest that student.' need to see an overt model of all the steps

necessary for an appropriate response. By observing a model of all the steps

necessary in obtaining a correct response, students receive detailed

information on how to solve the problem. This procedural knowledge should be

of use when they encounter similar types of problems. This type of correction is

referred to as an "elaborated correction."

This was the first of two computer tutorial studies, and the primary intent

here was to examine whether remedial and mildly handicapped students who
_

receive elaborated correction procedures would perform significantly better

than students provided with basic corrections (Collins, Carnine, & Gersten, in

press). We also examined any differences regarding acquisition time between

students. Reasoning skills were chosen as a subject because they tend not to

be routinely taught to special education students (Zetlin & Bilsky, 1980).

Furthermore, the strategy used to teach these skills (i.e., basic analysis of three

statement arguments) was highly rule-governed, thus it is an appropriate for an

. elaborated correction procedure.
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Method

Twenty-eight mildly haidicapped and remedial junior high school students

from a pool of 34 students were selected and randomly assigned to the Basic

Correction .T Elaborated Correction group. Participating subjects had It least a

fifth grade reading level (but also had a reading comprehension defidency of

no more than three years) and passed a screening test that measured their -

understanding of large and small classes. The Elaborated Correction group

used an unaltered copy of the CAI program used in the study. The Basic

Correction group used a modified version of the p,ograrn., If a student in this

group made an error, they were only given the correct answer. This was the

only difference between the two conditions. In both conditions, students worked

individually on a micr)computer. Students worked on their respective version

of the program until they completed five lessons.

The CAI Program. The Reasoning Skills program (Engelmann, Camine, &

Collins, 1983) was designed to teach students Ivo major objectives: a) to draw

conclusions from two statements of evidence and b) to determine whether a

three-statement argument was logical or illogical. The program taught students

about overlapping classes and non-overlapping classes. They learned that

there are three possible key wards (some, all, no); the same rule holds for all

three. It also taught students relevant rules for constructing and analyzing

arguments. The other major objective of the program was to teach students to

identify unsound arguments. For logically unsound arguments, students were

taught to specify one of three reasons why an argument was unsound.

Measures. The Test of Formal Logic (Collins, 1984) was the primary

dependent measun in the study. The purpose of this test was to measure a

student's ability to construct and analyze syllogistic arguments. Two alternative
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forms of the test were designed; Form A was used as the pretest and

maintenance measure (given two weeks after treatment terminated) and Form B

was used as the the posttest measure (given immediately after the treatment).

The internal consistency reliability (coefficient alpha) for Form A was .90 and .91

for Form B. Parallel form reliability between Forms A and B was .84.

There was also a 15 item transfer test that evaluated subjects' abilities to

generalize what they had learned on the computer to similar analytic tasks, but

in prose paragraph form. The transfer test was devoted to the more difficult

objective on the program - deciding whether arguments were sound, and, if not

sound, giving a reason. This test was given to subjects on the day after they

completed training on the CAI program.

Besults

A 2 x 3 analysis of variance (ANOVA) with one between subjects factor

(Type of Correction) and one within subjects factor (Time of Test) was

performed on the data. This analysis involved a planned comparison that

looked at the dost and maintenance tests only. Table 2 presents the descriptive

statistics for the pretest, posttest, and maintenance tests. The ANOVA indicated

a significant difference favoring the Elaborated Corrections group (2 < .001'

There was also a significant difference between the two groups on the transfer

test, again favoring the Elaborated Correction group (2 < .05).

[Insert Table 2 about here]

Data were collected on the time students took to complete each of the five

lessons. The purpose of this analysis was to see whether students in the

Elaborated Corrections group took more time to complete the lessons. A 2 x 5

analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures was performed on the

time-per-lesson data and non-significant difference between groups was found.
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Discussion

This study was the first to explore experimentally the effectiveness of

elaborated corrective feedback in teaching a complex cognitve skill to

handicapped learners. The results indicate this is an effective instructional

procedure.

The roughly equivalent time for the two groups to complete the five lessons

seems anomalous at first. With more text to read in elaborated corrections, that

treatment would seemingly take longer to complete the lessons. Completion

tNies were not significantly greater for the elaborated corrections group,

however. The extra time required to read the elaborated corrections may have

been compensated for by faster acquisition of the material. In both versions of

the program, the computer would return a student to items that were missed

earlier in a lesson. If elaborated corrections resulted in fewer mistakes,

students would spend less time returning to missed items. This interpretation

suggests that taking more time early in a complex instructional sequence to

offer elaborated corrections may, in fact, lead to savings in instructional time

later in a program. .

Both the basic and elaborated correction groups improved their reasoning

skills as measured by the dependent variable. Tha groups demonstrated a

mean score of 68 - 70% on the posttest (a dramatic gain from the mean scores

of 26 to 34 percent on the pretest). The systematic design of instruction -

particularly through a series of carefully controlled rules - may have contributed

to this gain. Reasoning skills were acquired without any instruction from the

teacher. Typically, CAI programs merely provide drill and practice exercises to

supplement teacher instruction. Here the program was a true tutorial and did all

the instructing.

1 n
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Math Word Problems: Explicit Strategies

In our second study of tutorials, we examined the effectiveness of this kind

of CAl program in teaching math word problems. Unlike the basic analysis of a

three statement argument, solving word problems is a much more complex skill.

Students are required to make many discriminations and success depends, to a

large degree, on linguistic analysis (Jerman & Mirman, 1974). Although a large

number of studies have been conducted in math problem solving, few have

yielded any adequate information for building effective interventions because of

flaws in research design (Kilpatrick, 1978; Silbert, Camine, & Stein, 1981), and

varying definitions of problem solving and the tasks to measure problem-solving

ability (Silver & Thompson, 1984). Furthermore, the success of future problem

solving research depends on :z.iss On a continued analysis of the learner and

his or her deficiencies and more on 1) an analysis of the limits of instruction the

students are currently receiving and 2) development of strategies that will work

with low achieving students.

The specific purpose of the study was to determine whether handicapped

students could learn to solve muttiplication and division math story problems if

taught a strategy that focused on how to choose the correct operation (Gleason,

1985). It was hypothesized that students who received explicit instruction on

choosing the operation would solve more problems correctly than students who

received instruction that did not specifically focus on the choice of operation and

concentrated, instead, on a more general strategy of manipulating units. A

wider interest of this study, one directly related to our systematic reseeech

agenda, was in whether or not a CAI tutorial alone would be effective in

teaching a complex cognitive skill.

z 0
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Method

A pretest-posttest design with random assignment of subjects to treatment

groups was used to examine the effectiveness of two procedures for teaching

mildly handicapped students to solve math word problems. Twenty-six junior

high school students from two different schools were randomly assigned to

either a "direct instruction" math story problems program or a highly regarded.

commercial program. Each student worked at a computer for 15 to 30 minutes a

day for 11 days.

The CAI Programs, The direct instruction program Analyzing Word

Problems (Carnine, Hall, & Hall, 1983) is based on principles of a theory of

instruction described by Engelmann and Camine (1982). The approach

requires direct teaching of a clearly-specified, step-by-step strategy. When

instructing the students, the teacher models each step in the process, heavily

prompting the students as they continue to use the process. The prompts are

systematically faded until students reach independence. When students make

errors, the teacher again models or provides a prompt based on a previously

taught rule. This kind of strategy instruction is incorporated into the Analyzing

Word Problems program. The program teaches students how to solve

multiplication and division word problems in a step-by-step fashion. When

students err, they are given a rule-based correction (e.g., "Does the statement

contain the word Each or Every? If so, what kind of preJlem is it?").

The Semantic Calculator (Sunburst Communications, 1983) was used as

a contrast to the DI Frogram. This program is based on the premise that the

major difficulty in solving word problems comes from inappropriate

manipulation of units (e.g., weeks, apples, dollars, etc.). If a student could be

taught to extract from the problem the quantities needed.to solve the problem
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and the correct units for thq answer, they would be able to solve the problem. In

this program, a student is guided through story problems by answedng "How

many?" and "WhatY questions about word problems that are written on

worksheets. Next, the student uses the letters A and B to type in the operation

that should be performed on the numbers (i.e., "NB" o divide and "A x B" to

multiply) and then predict the units In the answer. The computer shows the -

student what units were used to express the answer to the problem. If the

student answer did not match thel of the computer's, the student knew that he or

she should go back and try again.

Measures, Both the pretest and posttest were 28-item tests comprised of

11 multiplication, 10 division, 2 addition, and 5 suLtraction problems. All items

were selected from three major arithmetic intermediate level textbooks and from

the California Achievement Test. Sixty-eight percent of the problems on the test

were like ones included in the instructional lessons; the remaining 32% were

transfer problems.

f tesults

Results indicated no significant differences between performance of the Direct

instruction group and the Semantic Calculator group on the posttest and in the

amount of time used to take the posttest Interviews with students as they

performed problems (i.e., choosing the correct operation and telling a reason for

the choice) did yield a statistically significant difference between the groups

favoring the Direct Instruction group, but the mean performance levels for both

were not considered educationally significant. Table 3 shows the descriptive

statistics for the two groups on the pre- and posttests.

(Insert Table 3 about here)
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Discussion

There are many possible reasons for why there were no significant

differences between groups. Eleven days at 25 minutes a day may have been

too short of an intervention. With a ronger treatment period, it would have been

more certain that an unacceptable level of performance was attrilmtable to other

factors. Further, observations of student performance during the study indicated

that many students typically ignored prompts on t"e screen that told them what

to do next. Hence, through a failure to attend the students may well have

missed opportunities to learn from their errors.

It is also conceivable that mildly handicapped students may need more

teacher-directed instruction before using a computer for additional practice

opportunities. The presentation of the problem-soMng strategy on the

computer lacked the subtlety and flexibility that a teacher adds to instruction.

Good teachers gather a considerable amount of information about how students

are learning a new skill - particularly one as difficult as problem soMng - ar

modify their teaching accordingly. Observations of teacher directed instruction

that uses the same strategy that is presented in the Analyzing Word Problems

program support this hypothesis (Gleason, 1985). Therefore, the most

appropriate use of a computer for students such as these may be for guided

practice (i.e., as a medium for reviewing material that is already familiar to the

students).

Simulation

Health Ways: Probbam Solving Skills

Secondary students spend a considerable amount of their time completing

seatwork activities (Doyle, 1983). These academic tasks often involve higher

order cognitive skills, and students are asked to make a variety of inferences

23



about a subject area by prudently using facts, concepts, and strategies or

problem solving skills. Some writers (Doob, 1972; Greenblat & Duke, 1975;

Budoff, Thormann, & Gras, 1984) have suggested that one way to enhance the

higher order skills of students is through educational simulations.

While much of the research has concluded that computer and non-

computer simulations are no more effective than conventional instruction, many

of these studies have been plagued by fundamental weaknesses in research

design (Fletcher, 1971; Pierty, 1977). In the study below, we addressed many

of these problems and created an instrument that reflected the problem solving

skills actually taught in the computer simulation. Finally, we have addressed a

curious feature of previous simulation research: the general reluctance to

combine simulation instruction with conventional instruction.

Only on a few occasions have simulations and conventional instruction

been compared to conventional instruction alone. Nor is it clear in most of

these studies what constitutes conventional Instruction. 0. of our interests in

studying simulations was to investiga4 how effective instructichal practices

could be used to enhance - rather than replace - secontii.ri level instruction, not

only in terms of their effect on basic fact and concept retention, but as they relate

to higher order skills (Woodward, Gamine, & Gersten, 1986).

Method

Thirty mildly handicapped high school students from a pool of 38 potential

students were randomly assigned to either the conventional or simulation

condition. Students were selected for the study on the basis of Metropolitan

Achievement Test (MAT) reading comprehension scores. Only those who had,

at a minimum, a sixth grade reading level or were at least two years below

grade level in comprehension were selected for the study.

15
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All students were instructed for 40 minutes per day for twelve days. The

lesson consisted of two parts. The first part, called structured tighlng, was

identical for subjects in both student conditions. Instruction was conducted in a

large group of 12 to 15 students for this part of each lesson.

At the end of the initial instruction, students separated into two groups -

one which worked on application activities (the conventional group) and the -

other with the computer simulation (the simulation group). The conventional

group worked in the resource room under the supervision of the resource room

teacher, who presented these students with a vanity of application or review

activities.

Simuiation students, on the other hand, were taught in a computer lab,

each student working individually at a microcomputer. The twelve day course of

instruction for these students was broken into three phases: initial modeling

(three days), guided practice on three simulation games (two days), and

independent practice with indiAdua! feedback frum the instructor (seven days).

The CAI Program, klealth Nayas is a commercial software program

developed by Camino, Lang, and Wong for the Apple ll and IBM Pqr

computers. The simulation provides extensive practice on analyzing health

profiles. An initial screen showing profile characteristics can be seen in Figure

2. The Health Ways Supplementary Curriculum, an accompanying written

curriculum developed by Woodward and Gurney, extended information

presented in Heath Wan and the original He= tian teachers guide.

Material was taken directly from two widely used junior high school health

textbooks. All of the information was rewritten to control for vocabulary and

amount of new information. Clippings from newspapers, news magazines,

journal articles, and health pamphlets were also used in this supplementary
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curriculum. The reading 'avel of the curriculum is approximately sixth grade.

[Insert Figure 2 about here)

Measures, Students were assessed one day, two days, and two weeks

tollowing the insbuction. On the first day, student's acquisition of basic fac.s and

concepts about health taught in the curriculum was measured by the Health

Ways Nutrition and Disease Test. The first 20 questions of this test were solely

from the written curriculum. The remaining 10 ivere questions over material that

appears in both the written curriculum and the Pea lth Mu simulation. This

latter section will be referred to as the alafgLged section of the test because

information pertaining to the items was reviewed In the computer simulation.

Internal consistency reliability (coefficient alpha) of this measure is .84. On the

second day, the students were given the Health Ways Diagnosis Test, an

individually administored test measuring prioritizing skills. This test was a set of

three written profiles and measured health related problem toMng skills (i.e.,

the student's ability to detect important health problems facing an individual,

identify and change related health habits, and control stress as it increased me

to the health changes). The Health Ways Diagnosis Test has a test - retest

reliability of .81. Two weeks after the instruction the students were again given

the Heath Ways Nutritior. IA Disease Test. This served as a retention

measure.

al=
Health Ways Nutdiion and Disuse Test. This t.-dst was used in both the

posttest and maintenance (retention) phases, a 2 x 2 analysis of variance

(ANOVA) was used. The 3C Items in the test were broken into two subscales: a)

items reinforced by the Health Ways simulation and b) items taught Li the

cunicultIm and not reinforced by the simulation. Separate 2 x 2 ANOVAs with
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repeated measures were performed on each subscale. The effect on items

reviewed or reinforced by Health Ways was significant (la < .01) and

nonsignificant for those items not reinforced (gt < .06). Table 4 presents the

descriptive statistics for reinforced section of the test. This Indicates that the

simulation was an effective vehicle for reviewing material that had already been

taught in the written curriculum.

[Insert Table 4 about here]

Health Ways Diagnosis Tests Ftests performed on this test demonstrate a

significant difference between the two groups (p < .001) in problem solving

skills. Simulation students were better able to diagnose health problems,

prioritize them as to their effects on an individual's longevity, and prescribe

appropriate remedies. Although most simulation students did not receive

perfect scores on this measure (i.e., they followed the strategy presented in the

treatment exactly), performance was almost always above the criteria set by the

experimenters for appropriate diainosis and the suggested sequence of

remedies.

Discussion

The results of this study support the use of computer simulations in

teaching material not easily taught by traditional means. Further, a structured

approach in simulations, one where outcomes are specified and controlled,

does puce significant educational results.

We infer from the results that the explicit strategy instruction used to teach

the simulation students about Health Ways was a successful bridge to "less"

direct instruction activities, it is not clear that computer simulations, by

themselves, are adequate in teaching higher order skills. For this reason, one

might speculate that added instruction is necessary, at least to the point that it
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focuses the student on the instructional goals of the simulation.

Coclusiort

The results of these tour studies indicate that properly designed CAI can

bl effictive as an instructional medium. These findings are consistent with our

non-computer research that we have conducted over the last ten years.

Sophisticated design principles can make a considerable difference in the -

effectiveness of any instructional program. Another outcome implicit in these

studies is that they begin to identify - with much greater clarity - the role of the

teacher and his/her instruction away from the computer. This perspective

deviates from original questions about computer assisted instruction (e.g., Is

CAI more effective or efficient than conventional instruction?). It forces us to

look closely at the intersection of the tepcher, the academic task, and the stage

of :nstruction (e.g., Is the skill just being introduced, practiced, or reviewed?).

The Vocabulary Instruction study, for example, demonstrates that a skill

requiring considerable practice can be adequately taught on a computer. Such

a task is time consuming for a teacher and can be handled effectively by CAI.

Furthermore, there is very little variation as instruction moves from one stage of

instniction to the next (i.e., from introduction and modeling to guided practice to

independent practice). Note, however, that the task, as it was defined in the

study, was one of memorizing vocabulary words. We did not teach nor assume

that students would necessarily learn how to use the words expressively or

detect their meaning from context. This would have required a different

analysis.

The Reasoning Skills program, a teacher independent tutorial, was

successful at teaching a more complicated academic task: logical inferences. It

might be argued that the particular academic skills taught in this program were
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more discrete than, say, math word problems or the subtle problem solving

skills addressed in the Health Ways study. If this observation is correct, then

computer assisted instruction - carefully developed with instructional design

principles and field tested - can be an effective, "stand alone" form of instruction.

As with the vocabulary program, such instruction is efficient insofar as it allows

the teacher to attend to other instructional activitie. while students wcrk on the

computer.

Math word problems, on the other hand, do no share the same task

complexity as the syllogisms. In this study, we speculate the best way to teach

skills such as math word problems, notoriously difficult for mildly handicapped

students, may be through teacher directed instruction first, with the computer

used for guided practice. This conclusion is admittedly tentative, and we will

conduct another study after we revise our strategy.

Finally, the Health Ways study strongly suggests that facts and concepts,

which were preskills to the problem solving activities, can be efficiently taught in

group instruction without computers. The computer can be an effective tool

after the preskills have been introduced and explicit strategies for using the

simulation have been taught by the teacher. In this sense, a complex task like

problem solving can be effectively taught in the guided and independent

practice phases of instruction.

As a program of research, these studies dr -ionstrate that empirically-

based instructional design principles are applicable across different types of

CAI programs. Although the research focuses on these principles, we can

extract some recommendations about teacher practices. With effective softwar9,

the teacher can use CAI programs for the purpose of efficiency (i.e., letting the

computer teach low level or time consuming tasks) orto Present material that
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would be difficult to do through traditional media. The latter was certainly the

case with the Health Ways simulation. Looking beyond the specific outcomes of

this research, an optimal use of computer assisted instruction requires more

than a set of design principles. It entails a careful consideration of the academic

task, the stage of instruction, and the role of the teacher.
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Table 1

Mean Score, Standard Deviation, and Mean Percent Correct on 50-item Pretest,

Posttest, and Maintenance Test for Small Teaching Set and I ergs Teaching Set
Samples: Timl-to-Mastety Design

Eratesi

Group 1 121 .6.11

Small
Teaching Set

Large
Teaching Set

at=
Mean
Percent
Cm= M 12.

Mean
Percent
ilsurssa

Maintenance Test

Mean
Percent

M CILIT121

12 24.7 8.1 49.4 42.0 4.0 84.0 40.5 7.1 8i .0

13a 24.9 7.8 49.8 43.7 7.7 87.4 42.0 8.7 84.0

aOne subject completed only seven sessions. This subject's posttest !A:ores appear

only in the fixed-time design.
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Table 2

Mean Score, Standard Deviation, and Mean Percent Correct on Test of Formal

Logic: Pretest, Posttest, and Maintenance Test for the Elaborated and Basic Correction

Groups

fa= N.

Elaborated
Corrections

Basic
Corrections

Pretest EgElleil

Mean Mean
Percent Percent

Id St/ CQL0121 id SL2 rated

Maintenance Test

Mean
Percent

Id SD Carrera

17 10.8 4.3 30.7 24.6 5.0 70.4 25.1 3.7 71.6

17 11.5 4.2 32.9 21.5 6.6 61.1 20.6 7.5 59.0

.-.
OD



Table 3

Mean Score, Standard Deviation, and Mean Percent Correct on the 28-item Story

Problem Test: Pretest and Posttest for the Malyzing Word Problems and Semantic
Calculator Groups

Palest

Mean
Percent

Group a M IQ cam= M

Analyzing
Word Problems 13 13.5 3.7 48.0 14.8

Semantic
Calculator 13 13.9 3.5 50.0 11.6

3 6

Eat=

Mean
Percent

62 C.Q111111

5.5 53.0

6.3 41.0



Table 4

'ean Score, Standard Deviation, and Mean Percent Correct on the Reinforced Section 01

the HeattkWays Nutrition and Disease Test: Posftut and Maintenance Tost for the

Conventional.and Simulation Groups

Etas= Malolinamagst

Mean Mean
PwceM Percent -

fitausi IL M El QED= id S12 Ca=

Simulation 15 7.3 1.4 73.3 6.5 2.0 65.3

Conventional 15 5.6 2.2 56.0 5.0 2.2 50.0



Figure 1

Inattuglianal.ThisionSaciables

Example Review Correction Explicit
Set Siza Cycles Procedures Strategies

$tudiaa

Vocabulary Instruction X X

Math Word Problems X X

Reasoning Skiils X

Health Problem SoMng X



Effects of Instructional Design Variables on

Vocabulary Acquisition of LD Studei

A Study of Computer-Assisted Instruction

Gary Johnson, Russell Gersten, and Douglas Carnine

TWO compwer-assisted instructional vocabulary programs wee used so teach defi-

nidons of SO words to 25 learning disabled high xhool students These student: wee

matched on pees t sow a and then randomly assigned to on e ofrawcompuinbassised

instneional programs. The majorNimes between *programwere(a) thesifeo f

the teaching sets and (b) the procedures for cumulative reWew. One program proWded

teaching and practice aeries on small ses If words and cumsdative review seethes

on inwsirthenodents !tamed in the pogrom. The other programproWde d cede s on

.a large se of 2 5 words at a time and no amudative :vim Students receive computer-

seised vocabulary instruction for a maximwn of eleven 20-minute sessions. The

major finding was that significantly more same who went um* widt the small

teaching set program reached mastery within 11 sessions than students in the com-

parison group. Students In both programs learned as much (as measured by the

criterion-refrenced test)and retained as much, as measuredby the maintenance test.

Yet one group learned the material more *lady. No significant difference wry

demonsnated on two transfer meanues. an oral test of word meaninp and a passage

comprehension test

ased on the premise that word
PEP knowledge correlates highly with
reading comprehension (Anderson &
Freebody, 1981; Mezynski, 1983; Pear-
son & Galla:her, 1983; Stahl, 1983;
Tierney & Cudal/ham. 1984). sever-
al investigators have attempted to im-
prove students' reading comprehen-
sion skills by teachiztg vocabulary. In
only a few of these studies were sub-
jects identified as either low perform-
ing or learning disabled.

While all studies produced evi-
dence of improved vocabulary knowl-
edge, the effects on reading com-
prehension have been varied and
inconclusive. However, the methods
which were most successful in teach-
ing new vocabulary consumed the
most instructional time, and even
then the gains, in terms of numbers of
words learned, were modest An area
in nee 14 research is the identifica-
tion of :G:iods for increasing the
direct instruction of vocabulary for
low performing students. An impor-
tant concern. particularly with mildly
handicapped students. is increasing

:Ott

instnictional time without increasing
the demands on teachers' already lim-
ited time. One potential vehicle for
delivering this instruction is compu-
ter-assisted vocabulary iastruction.

INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN
FOR COMPUTER-
ASSISTED INSTRUCTION

Features of computers:slued in-
struction (CAI) which are seen as ad-
vantageous for instruction with spe-

cial education students include
individualization and self-pacing, im-
mediate feedback about performance.
consistent correction procedures. pa-
tient repetition, carefully sequenced
instruction, frequent student respond-
ing, and motivation (Budd& Thor-
mann. & Gras, 1984). Yet, much cur-
rendy existing software faits to provide
these features in programs for special
education students (Thormann. Ger-
sten. Moore. & Morvant. in press). INvo
instructional design considerations
that were explored in this study were
(a) optimal set sL.. for introducing
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new words and (b) schedules of re.
Relevant research on each vadat
discussed below.

"Set Size" for Daily LOS011 :

Drid and practice programs at
most widely used CAI software ,

doffet al.. 1984), but little attentió
been directed to incteasing th
faciency and efficacy ofr-AI dril
prac......2 strategies (Merrill &
bury. 1984: Siegel* Misselt. 1984

area of needed 'research is the t
mination of** appropriate size
learning set for lessons in a dril
practice program. COnCifilli for
riculum designers are how many
can reasonably be presented cl .
each lesson and how thestub* a
the learner's ability to master
remember material. This stutil
dresses that issue by evaluadni .
software programs with a vet"
ferent approach towards introdu
set size.

The early behavioral studies (I
& Hulse. 1967; Furukawa, 1970:

1971; McGeoch & Irion. 1952) on
;rammed instruction lend suppi
Miller's (1956) "metal nucibe
seven as the optimal set size (Le

average number of unrelated c :
letters, or words that an adult
recall after one exposure). Bet :
most of the tesearch in this arc. .
been conducted with college level

jects (cE Deese & Hulse; 1967;

1971; McGeoch & 'don, 1952), en
results of studies with school-age
dren were equivocal. further rest
with school-age children wit. leer
disabilities is needed. One purpc
the present study was tt, compar
effects of different set sizes on th
quisition of word meanings by rr. .

handicapped students.

Review Schedule

The element of review was al
portant variable in the Beck, Pei
and McKeown (1982) :tidy of In
Wary acquisition. Words were pre
ed in two different levels offrequ.
In one treatment each set of
was taught in a S-day cycle. Al
words in the set were introduce

Jou It; of Lecinunt Dew



the first day of the cycle and reviewed

when necessary, but only during that
5-day cycle. There was no subsequent
review. In a second treatmen words

were introduced in the same manner,
but additional practice was provided
after the fifth day in special review
cycles. Words in this treatment ap-
peared 16 to 22 additional times tack

The effects of the extra reviews were

clear. Students remembered more of
the words which received special re-
views, and on a 'txical decision test,
students were able to accessthe defini-

tion of these words more quickly. A
replication of the original study by
McKeown, Beck. Omanson. and Per-
fetti (1983) again demonstrated that

extra review enhanced students' abil-
ity to answer multiple choice ques-
tions about story passages.In the repli-

cation, the extra reviews positively

affected both students' retention of
word meanings and their comprehen-

sion of passages conmining instructed
words.

Research in computer-assisted in-
struction has demonstrated that sty-
eral short-spaced reviews are more ef-

fective in increasing retention than are

a few massed reviews (Gay. 1983;
Siegel & Misselt, 1984).

Merrill and Salisbury (1984) pro-

pose a strategy thst would provide
spaced reviews during a CAI drill and
practice program. New items are pre-

, sented to students, and only items they

do not know become part of a "work-

ing poor The number of items in the
working pool would be determined
empirically (which is one purpose of
the present study). Once the student
meets a specified critetion on an it:

in the working pool, that item is re-
moved and placed in a "review poor
Each item in the review poe is re-
viewed on specified dates for a speci-

fied number of times.

Descliption of the Software
Programs Used in the Study

Two programs were used in the
study. The comparison program.
called the Large Teaching Set, was a
commercial program that used larger
teaching set, and did not provide
cumulative review. The experimental
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program. the Small Teaching Set. was

intended to exemplify the two prin-

ciples of instructional design dis-

cussed aboveoptimal set size and
cumulative review.

The distinctive instructional design
features of the Small Teaching Set pro-

gram include (a) individualized les-

sons which provide teaching and prac-

tice only on words the student does not

know, (b) a practice set which consists

of no more than seven words at any

time, (c) a spedfied mastery criterion
which must be met two consecutive
lessons before a word is considered
learned. and (d) cumulative reviews on

learned words to ensure retention.

The ft:view procedures of the two

programs ate different. The Small
Teaching Set program provides daily

review on words in the student's prac-

tice set and periodicsumulative review

of words which the student has
learned in the program. Once the stu-

dent has mastered 10 words, the pro-

gram presents a cumulative review
lesson on those words. In contrast, the

Large Teaching Set keeps no cumula-
tive record of student errors, so no
cumulative review is provided.

The Large Teaching Set was adapted
from a commercial program devel-

oped by Davidson and Eckert (1983).

Words ate taught in sets of 25. The stu-

dent may choose to see the words in

any of four types of formats: (a) a
teaching displr; which shows the
word, its defirdtion, and one example
sentence; (b) a multiple choice quiz
format (c) an exercise in which a
definition is displayed and the student
must spell in the correct missing word

to complete a sentence; and (d) an
arcade-type game in which the student
matches words to their definitions.

In summary, then, the purpose of
this study was to compare two meth-

ods of computerassisted instruction

for teaching vocabulary to mildly
handicapped adolescent,. Tbe study
examined the effect of various cycles

of practice and review on the acquisi-

tion and maintenance of word mean-

ings. TVA) CAI vocabulary programs

were used to present the same 50 words

and definitions..1 size of the daily
teaching sets and prt.visions for daily

and cumulative review varied between

the two programs. Acquisition was
assessed by multiple choice measures.
In addition, students were asked to
define 10 of the words and answer
written comprehension questions on

passages containing l0 ct the most fre-
quently missed words. A maintenance
test was administered 2 weeks after in-

struction ended.

METHOD

Subjects and Setting

Thirty-eight high school students
with learning disabilities in grades 9
through 12 were considered eligible

for the study. Each of these =dents
scored at least 3 years below grade
level on the Reading subtest of the
Woodcock-Johnson (Woodcock &

Johnson. 1977). Because the Wood-
cock-Johnson had been administered
at different times to different students

by the district. the experimenters
administered the Advanced 1 Level

Reading subtest of the Metropolitan
Achievement Test (Prescott. Balow.

Hogen, & FUT, 1978) to all students.
The test was administered to the entire

group 3 weeks after the conclusion of
the study.

The mean performance ofthe entire

sample corresponded to the eighth
percentile. Scores ranged from the 1st

to 22ad percentile. In contrast ne
mean score for the district was at ap-
proximately the 72nd percentile. Thus.

all students performed significantly
below their peers on standardized
measures of reading achievement.

All students were administered a
multiple choice, 50-item vocabulny
pretest They were :hen matched by
pretest scores and randomly assigned
to one of the two treatments. the Small
Teaching Set prognm cr the Large
Teaching Set program. Six sradents
who scored over 8e',4 correct on the

pretest were excluded from the study.
Two students decided not to par-
ticipate. During the study, four stu-
dents were dropped due to frequent

absences, Exl one student was
dropped when his performance in-
dicated that his pretest score was inac-

curate. Thus, a total of 25 subjects ac-
tually participated in the study.
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The study was conducted in a large,
special education resource classroom
in a high school in the northwest IBM
computers and color monitors were set
up in the back of the classroom, away
from other instructional groups.

Materials

The Small Teaching Set program
(Carnine. Rankin. & Granzin. 1984)

constructs individualized CAI vocab-
ulary lessons by first testing a student
on new words and then composing
teaching and practice sets of only
those words which the student does
not know. An example of a teaching
frame appears in Table I.

The exercises in the practice set con-
sist of three types of multiple choice
items: the new word appearing alone
with the correct definif as one of
five choices, the word appearing in a
sentence with the correct definition as
one of five choices, and a synonym (or
short definition) for the word appear-
ing in a sentence with the word as one
of five choices. Examples of practice
exercises appear in Table 2. For the
practice exercises, the program picks
from a pool of four items and ran-
domly selects items to present The
student must get two items per word
correct before the lesson ends, unless
time runs out and the student selects
the "escape" option to terminate the
lesson.

Ir. order to reach mastery criterion
on a word and have it removed from
the practice set, the student must iden-
tify the word's meaning two consecu-
tive times on two =nsecutive lessons.
or. in other words, four times ir. a row
across two lessons. The word then
becomes a learned- word and moves
from the practice set to the "review
set." Once 10 words have been
"learned" and moved to the review set,
the program provides a cumulative
review test on the review set. Any
words missed on this cumulative
review test are put back in the practice
set, and the student must again meet
mastery criterion on - word.

The Large Teacim.6 Set program
(Davidson & Eckert, 1983) teaches
words in sets of 25. The program
comes with nine levels of 75 words
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each for grades 4 through 12. However,
for the purposes of this study, the same
50 words used in the Small Teaching
Set program appeared in the Large
Teaching Set program as two sets of 25
words (see "Word Selection'. below).

Each time the program is run, the
student goes through the same 25
words in the same order. Unlike the
small set programs, some of the words
are vrords the =dei . already knows,
since there is no individualization. At
the beginning of the lesson, the pro-
gram presents a menu with a choice of
four formats: "word display." "multi-
ple choice quiz: "sentence comp-
tion: or an arcade-type game.

These activities include my word
display and multiple choice quizzes
similar to the Small Teaching Set pro-
gram. and two that are quite different.
Sentence completion involves spelling
the new words, and the arcade activity
involves matching exercises in a game
format. (For details, see Johnson, 1985,
pp. 29-34, 44-51.)

Feedback to Students. Both CAI pro-
grams provided comparable immedi-
ate feedback to subjects on the ac-
curacy of their responses. In the Large
Teaching Set program, when the sub-
ject answered an item correctly,
a message sucL as "Nice going" or
"}(eep it up. (name)," appeared. When
the subject answered an item correctly
in the Small Teaching Set program,
the message, "Yes, the answer is

appeared.
The arcade-type game provided a

type of reinforcement not available in
the Small Teaching Set program.
When the subject accurately "shot" the
correct answer, the answer was mo-
mentarily highlighted, and a score for
that shot appeared briefly in the mid-
dle of the screen. Accompanying
sound effects were turned off in order
not to distract other students and
teachers in the room.

Both programs also provided feed-
back on the number of words correct.
The Large Teaching Set program did
this by giving the subject a percentage
correct score at the end of an activity
and then displaying any words
missed. The Small Teaching Set pro-
gram listed words on which the subject

6

had yet to meet mastery ("currer
revievAng") and words mastered
ready learned").

Selection of Words for the Stu
The Large Teaching Set program p
vides words. definitions, and exerci
for 25 nouns. 25 verbs, and 25 adj,
tives for each level. Prior to the stuck!
list of these 450 words was given to
middle school and high school edm .
tion teachers in the district in whi
the study was to be conducted. Tht
teachers picked words from this I
which they considered important a
useful for mildly handicapped st
ondary special education students
know. An initial list was constnicted
107 words which were considered ii
portant by two or more special edut
tion teachers. A final list of 25 ver
and 25 adjectives was developed t
use in the study. All of these wor
were from the words commonly co
ered in grades. 7, 8, and 9.

Table 1
A Teaching Frame from the Small

Teething Set Program

The word ESTABUSH means SET UP.

Susie will ESTABUSH a new procedure fc
our meeangs.
Sus* will SET UP a new procedure for our
meenngs.

The bank is goirj to SET UP new branch or
the other side of town.
The bank 1. going to ESTABLISH a ner
branch on he other side of town.

Tabie 2
Two Practice Forme from the
Small Teaching Set Program

They are working to ESTABUSH an
organization to protect whales.

1. make legal
2. elect
3. fund
4. se: uP
5. tom

The doctors are going to SET UP a new eye
care clinic

1. employ
2. attend
3. operate
4. cancel
5. estabhsn
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The same 50 words, 25 adjectives,

and 25 verbs Wert entered and used in
both the Small Teaching Setand Large
Teaching Set programs. The same def-

initions were used in both the Small
Teaching Set and Large Teaching Set

programs. For the purposes of the
study, exercises written for use in the
Small Teaching Set program were the

same or very similar to items which
appeared in the Large Teaching Set

program. The differences between the
effects of the programs, if any, were in-
tended to be a function e instnic-
tional design features.

Procedures

Following pretesting (see "Mea-
sures," below), all subjects received
computer-assisted vocabulary instruc-
tion during a 20-minute session each
Monday through Thursday. Since the
45-minuie periods were divided into

two separate sessions, some subjects
began the period with a computer ses-
sion and then returned to their regular
instructional group, while other sub-

jects first attended their instructional
group and then completed a session
ou the computer.

The experimenter for the study was

a doctoral student in special education
at the University cf Oregon. The ex-
perimenter was present for each ses-
sion to ensure that the sessions lasted
exactly 20 minutes, that subjects ac-
tively worked on the computer with
minimal talking, that they completed

as many lesson activities as possible
during the 20 minutes, and that they

took the optional reviews of missed
words at the end of the "muldple
choice quiz" exercises in the Large
Teaching Set program. The experi-
menter also completed checklists on
each subject's daily progress.

Familiarization with the Computer
and Word Reading Practice. During
the first 5 minutes of sessions 1 and 2,
the experimenter taught the subjects
how to load the program disks and
start up their programs. Most subjects
had little, if any, experience operating
a computer. During the next 5 minutes
of the first two sessions the rperi-
rnenter provided word reading prac-
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tice on words that were to appear in
the program. The words were printed
in short columns on two practice
sheets, and subjects took turns reading
columns out loud. If a subjectmisread

a word, the experimenter told the sub-
ject the word and directed the subject
to read the word and retead the
column from the beginning,

Eight subjects, four in each treat-
ment, displayed difficulty in ac-
curately decoding and pronouncing
words during word reading practice.
Two additional word practice sessions
were provided to these students.

Length onessions. The time sched-
uled for each daily computer session
was exactly 20 minutes. The number of
lessons that the subjects completed
varied from o ie to two lessons. If the
subject was in the middle of a lesson
when the 20-minute session was about
to end, the experimenter directed the
subject to use the "escape" option to
terminate the lesson on time. If the "es-
cape" cption was selected, no credit
toward mastery was countee for words
practiced during the abortel lessor..

Mutely Criterion for Latge Teaching
Set. The experimenter told the sub-
jects in the Large Teaching Set pro-
gram that their goal was to get a score
of 84% correct (21 correct out of 25).
They were told that :1 they scored 84%
or higher, they could tilay tha arcade-
type game, and if they scored 84% or
higher on two consecutive days, they
would move on to a new activity.

On each day that the subject scored
84% correct or more, the subject com-
pleted the reviews and then spent the
remainder of the session playing the
arcade game, u.-ually no more than
twice in the time remaining. After
meeting the criterion of 2 days at 84%
correct or more on the multiple choice
quiz, the subject was told to select the
sentence completion activity; this was
done only once, without review.

Aftcr meeting criterion on the multi-
ple choice quiz and doing the sentence
completion activity one time, the sub-
ject began the seuond list of 25 words,
the same 25 verbi which were words 26
through 50 in the Small Teaching c-t
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program. The subject followed the
same sequence of activities for this
second list of words. Once the subject
completed all activities on both word
sets, the subject was considered to
have met mastery criterion for the
study.

Messures

Pretest, Posttest, and Maintenance
Test. A 50-item, mult;ple choice test
requiring the student to select the cor-
rect definition of a word was devel-
oped for use in this study. Items were
similar to what appeared in the prac-
tice frames (see Table 2). This instru-
ment had a coefficient alpha reliabil-
ity of 0.79. The pretest to posttest
correlation was .68.

Additional Measures. All subjects
took a 10-item, open-ended oral test
("What does - mean?"). The test
was designed to measure the studenes
ability to recall the definition of the
words taught The training only in-
volved recognition, a much easier re-
sponse mode. The tester wrote down as
much of the subjeces responses as
possible and also audiotaped the test.
For each word the subject was asked to
give a definition and to use the word in
a sentence. After a subject met mastery
criterion (or after session 11 for those
subjects who did not meet mastery), a
test consisting of three passages a* 1

accompanying inferential compre-
hension questions was administered.
These passages contained a total of 10
verbs which were most frequently
missed on the piztest The passages
were designed to assns subjects' un-
derstanding of the wo.-ds in contexts
other than the sample se ritences V. hich
appeared in the programs.

An example from the comprehen-
sion test appears in Table 3.

Attitude Surrey. The attitude survey
questioned students about working on
the computer and the specific CAI
programs. The items asked the stu-
dents how they felt about working on
the computer and how much they felt

they learned.
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Tabhs 3
Sample Item from Comprehension lost

Denise enjoyed her back yard. In the fall.
the yard was covered with *aut. Denise
had procrastinated. Saturday was cool and
crap. Dense decided to rake the leaves. At
brst, her hand felt cold and Cid on the rake
handle. Soon, she acclimaisd. She alloyed
the clear, sunny skies and the rustle of the
leaves.

1. Dents* raked the leaves in her yard
a. before she us suPPosed
b. just when she was supposed to.
c. after she wu supposed to.

2. When Denise finished raking.
a. her hands wife OW MA
b. her hands felt fine.
c. her hands were hot.

3. Denise *moved the clear, sunny skies
and
a. the sound of the leaves.
b. the fall colors.
c. the smell of the leaves.

RESULTS

Time to Mastery

A time-to-mastery design was used
to examine whether there was a sig-
nificant difference between the times
required to reach mastery by subjects
in the two programs. 'dole 4 presents a
summary of the number and percent-
ages o f subjects who met mastery with-
in 11 sessions and the mean number of
sessions to mastery for subjects in both
treatments. The study was terminated
after the Ilth session because the ex-
perimenter felt that the subjects who
were still Aruggling to reach mastery
were no k nger benefiting from in-
strucdon. F r the students who met
criteria, the mean number of sessions
to mastery was 7.6 for subjects in the
Small Teaching Set program and 9.1
for subjects in the Large Teaching Set
program. Results of a mest indicate
that this difference in sessions to mas-
tery is statistically significant, t(16) =
1.87, p < .05.

Posttest and Maintenance Test

The 50-item, criterion-referenced,
multiple choice test was administered
to each subject as a posttest after meet-
ing mastery. Those subjects who did
not meet mastery by the endof the 11 th

session were administered the multi-
ple choice test after session 11. The
same test was re-administered (with
the order of items changed in a ran-
dom fashion) as a maintenance test 2
weeks later. A summary of pretest.
posttest. and maintenance test raults
is presented in Table 5.

A 2 X 2 analysis of variance was
performed on the posttest and main-
tenance test scores (see Note l). The
between-subjects factor was type of in-
struction. and the within-subjects fac-
tor was time of testing. Results of the
ANOVA indicated that there was no
effect for type of instruction. Fa
0.33. Results of the ANOVA demon-
strated that there was a slight drop in
performance between posttest and
maintenance test for subjects in both
groups. Fit la 4.94.p < .05. Mean per-
formance was close to mastery level
for both groups on both measures. 84%
to 87% on the posttest and 81% to 84%
on the maintenance test. Subjects in
both programs learned as much, as
measured by the cruerion-referenced
posttest, and retained as much, as
measured by the maintenance test.

Additional Measures

Each subject was adminittered P.n
open-ended oral test on word mean-
ings after session seven. A maximum
of 2 points was awarded to each item,

1 for a correct definition and 1 for a
appropriate sentence. Partial credit c
point) was given to responses whk
were correct but incomplete. Results .
a meat on subjects' scores on th
measure indicated that differences b,
tween groups were nonsignificar.
422) so .45. The mean was 6.4 for th
Small Teaching Set group and 7.2 fc
the Large Teaching Set group: star
dard deviations were 4.7 and 4.4. rc
spectively. On the written compreher
sion test, means were 5.1 (SD ag 1.4) fc

the Small Set and 4.7 (SD at 2.1) for th
Large Set. This difference was n(
significant.

Attitude Survey

Results of the attitude survey ir
dicated that, for the most part, subjec'
responded favorably toward con
puter-assisted instruction and the prc
grams. Twenty-three of twenty-fou
subjects felt the computer helped the:
learn new words, and one subject it
dicated that "maybe the compute
helped.

In answer to the question "Did yo
enjoy working on the computer?" sub
jects answered on a 4-point scale, wit;
1 being "not very much" and 4 Lin
"very much." The mean scores were 3:
for subjects in the Small Teaching Se
program and 2.8 for subjects in th.

Large Teaching Set program. Result

Table 4
Percentage of Subjects Reaching Mastery Within 11 Sessions and Mean Number of

Sessions to Mastery for Roth Experimental Groups

Number of Percentage
Subjects of Subjects Mean Number
Reaching Reaching ,,. Sessions Standard

Group N Mastery Mastery to Mastery Deviation

Small Teaching Set 12 10 83 7.6 1.9

Large Teaching Set 12 8 67 9.1 1.5

Table 5
Mean Score, Standard Deviation, and Moan Percentage Correct on SO-item Pretest,

Posttest, and Maintenance Tests

Pretest Posttest Maintenance Test

Group N Al SD Mean % Al SD Moan % M SD Mean %

U.

Large Slt 12 24.75 7.8 49.5 43.7 7.7 87.8 42.0 8.7 84.0
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of a Mann-Whitney U Test indicate
that this difference was significant. U

it 43.5, p < .01. Nineteen subjects in-
dicated they would like to learn more
on a computer, and three subjects in-
dicated that "maybe" they would. Two
subjects, both in the Large Teaching
Set program. indicated they would not
like to learn more on a computer.

Comparison with
Nonhandicapped Subjects

One purpose of this study was to see
if, with special instruction, students
with learning disabilities could per-
form at the same level as students
Without learning difficulties. Thus, the
50,item multiple choice test was ad-
ministered to nonhandicapped 10th-
grade students in a randomly selected
English class in order to provide a
comparison standard. As Table 6 dem-
onstrates, the mean posttest scores of
the mildly handicapped subjects were
at a similar level to the nonhandi-
capped students' mean scores. The LD
students' scores were 84% and 87.4%,
the nonhandicapped students' mean
was 80.6%. Despite a significant dif-
ference in reading ability, as mea-
sured by the Metropolima Achieve-
merit Test (Prescott et al.. 1978) and the
Woodcock-Johnson (Woodcock ds

Johnson, 1977), these LD students
were able to learn word meanings so
that, in this instance, they could per,
form on a level similar to that of their
nonhandicapped peers. The direr-
ence in performance between the LD
groups and the nonhandicapped
group was not significant. This result
indicates that. with intelligent use of
CAI, the LD students performed at a
level similar to that of their nonhandi-
capped peers.

DISCUSSION

The results of this compariion of
two methods of computer-assisted vo-
cabulary instruction with mildly
handicapped high school students
will be discussed in terms of (a) time
required to reach mastery criterion. (b)
growth in word knowledge, (c) transfer
of learning, and (d) student attitudes
toward computer-assisted instruction.

Table 6
Comparison of Mildly Handicapped with denhandicapped demotes:

Multiple Choice Test

Mean
Percentage

Group Test N Af 11D Correct

Small Teaching Sit Politest 12 42.0 4.0 64.0

Largo Toeching Set Posttest 12 43.7 7.7 87.4

Nonhanclicapped Comartson OM= 26 40.3 4.9 80.6

(10th gads)

Time to Mastery.. In previous stud-
ies which attempted to improve stu-
dents' word knowledge through the
direct teaching of word meanings, the
effects of various instructional pro-
cedures were compared. Those studies
which demonstrated sizable gains did
so at a large expense of instructional
time. This study was the first to focus
on efficiency as a dependent variable.

The one unequivocal finding of the
study was that subjects taught with the
Small Teaching Set program reached
mastery criterion on the set of 50 words

significantly faster than subjects
taught with the Large Teaching Set
program. Also, more students in the
Small Teaching Set program reached
mastery within 11 sessions.

Given that the groups achieved
equivalent levels of performance on
the multiple choice tests, their dif-
ference in acquisitim. rates becomes
even more meaningful. Subjects
taught with the Small Teaching Set
program required less time to meet
mastery criteriqn on the words, yet
their posttest performance and reten-
tion was equal to that of subjects in the
other treatment. These findings have
impertant implications for teachers of
low performing or reading disabled
students. An efficient, computer,
assisted method of vocabulary instruc-
tion could provide an additional tool
for teaching vocabulary, without plac-
ing further burdens on teachers' time.

Growth in Word Knowledge. The
growth in word knowledge evidenced
by both groups provides encouraging
support for the use of computer-
assisted instruction in vocabulary with
mildly handicapped students. Each
group started with a pre:est mean

score of about 50%; after seven 20-

minute sessions, each group's mean
score was around 80% (Johnson. 1985).
When subjects were tested after reach-
ing the mastery criterion determined
for their program, or after 11 sessions
for those 6 subjects who did not reach
mastery criterion, each group's mean
score was around 85%. These scores
reflected a commonly accepted min-
imum mastery level: approximately
85% correct. Finally, on the main-
tenance test, administered 2 weeks
later, each group's mean score was
above 80%. Although the drop be-
tween posttest and maintenance test
was statistically significant, 80% is still

a high level, especially considering
that subjects began at a 50% leveL

Performance on Measures Requiring
Aftermath* Response Formats. Sub-
jects' low scores on the two =neer
measures should not be surprising.
Students were taught with a multiple
choice format, requiring recognition.
The open-endea oral test of word
meanings is a more difficult task. The
test of passage comprehension also re-
quired response modes considerably
more difficult than the multiple choice
response mode of the CAI programs.
While subjects scored 85% correct on
the multiple choice posttest, they
scored approximately 35% on the
open-ended oral test of word mean-
ings and 50% on the comprehemion
test. Lack of specific training on the
kinds of tasks tested by the transfer
measures was the primary reason for
subjects' low scores. Without specific
training on the response characteris-
tics of transfer tasks, mildly handi-
capped adolescents often fail to gen-
eralize academic skills (Alley, Desh-
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ler. Clark. Schumaker. & Warner.
1983). The implication is clear. Stu-
dents need training in transfer of skills
learned in CAI formats.

Student Attitudes Toward Instruc-
don. On the attitude survey, most sub-
jects indicated they enjoyed comp uter-
assisted instruction and the CAI
programs. When asked to indicate
what they specifically liked about
working on the computer, perhaps the
most telling response was, "It helps
keep your mind on what you were (sic!
doing." Subjects' positive response to
computer-assisted instruction lends
credence to the claims of Buda
Thormann, and Gras (1984) that ad-
vantages of CAI with special educa-
tion students include increased atten-
tion. immediate feedback about
performance, immediate reinforce-
ment, and motivation.

On the question "Did you enjoy
working on the computer'?" subjects
rated the Small Teaching Set program
significantly higher, as results of a
Mann-Whitney Test demonstrated.
This finding is interesting as it relates
to the design of CAI programs. While
the Large Teaching Set program had
an "arcade" type game, the Small
Teaching Set was designed to foster
rapid learning. During the study, some
subjects in the Small Teaching Set pro-
gram occasionally asked the experi-
menter why they didn't get to play a
game like the one in the other pro-
gram. The experimenter wondered if
this difference in programs might bias
the subjects against the Small Teach-
ing Set program. The results indicated,
however, that the whjects in the Small
Teaching Set pros, am, which tailored
lessons to their individual learning
needs, rated that program more
highly.

This finding is important for those
designers of CAI programs who ap-
parently believe that for educational
software to be motivating, it must ap-
proximate computer games which are
popular in video arcades and in the
home video market. Results of the at-
titude survey in this study do not sup-
port such reasoning.

Suggestions for Future Research.
This study contrasted two packaged

CAI programs. The major differences
between the programs related to the
size of the teaching and practice sets
and the procedures for individualiza-
tion and cumulative review. Yet other
subtle differences between the soft-
ware programs may have affected the
outcomes. Since an effect for time to
mastery was clearly demonstrated for
the Small Teaching Set program, and
posttest performance levels were
equivalent for the two groups, future
research might focus on only the
Small Teaching Set program. By vary-
ing the size of teaching and practice
sets, and by comparing different
schedules for cumulative review exer-
cises, more exact effects of these vari-
ables could be measured.

Although most subjects with learn-
ing disabilities learned from the CAI
programs, as expected. performance
levels were low on the transfer mea-
sures. If disabled readers are to benefit
from computer-assisted vocabulary
instruction, ruture studies need to in-
vestigate the effects of integrating
computer-assisted and teacher direct-
ed instruction. This integration should
follow some of the principles articu-
lated by Beck et al. (1982), although,
hopefully, in a more efficient fashion.
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Figure Caption

Figure 1. Example of a computer display of a valid argument.
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Elaborated Corrective Feedback and the Acquisition of Reasoning Skills

A Study of Computer.:Assisted Instruction

Much of the recent literature on improving special education teaching prac-

tices has stressed the importance of providing 4ecific academic feedback to

students when they make errors (Carnine, 1980: Peith, Polsgrove & Semmel, 1981;

Stevens & Roseshine, 1981). Correlational studies have shown that more effec-

tive teachers provide immediate corrective feedback to students when errors are

made (Englert, 1984; Gersten, Carnine & Williams, 1982). Furthermore, effec-

tive teachers offer students information on strategy or process that can be used

to deduce the correct answer (Englert, 1984; Gleason, et al., 1985; Good &

Grouws, 1977; Stallings, 1975). However, relatively little experimental

research has evaluated the impact of the type of corrective feedback provided to

learners.

A meta-analysis of the limited research on corrective feedback by LycAkowski

and Walerg (:952) suggests that detailed corrective feFiback is superior to

merely telling students whether their answers are right or wrong. These authors

.iuggest that students need to see an overt model of all the steps necessary for

an appropriate response. By observing a model of all the steps necessary in

obtaining a correct response, students receive detailed information on how to

solve the prcblem. This procec'ural knowledge should be of use when they

encounter similar types of problems. Merely telling students they are wrong,

does not.help them to solve the problem correctly.

The corrective feedback provided in these various studies can be placed in

one of three groups: a) minimal feedback (telling students if their answers are
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correct or incorrect, b) basic feedback (telling students if their response are

correct, and, if incorrect, supplying the correct answer) and c) elaborated

corrective feedback (telling students if their responses are correct, and, if

correct, supplying the correct answer and providing additional information about

the correct answer). Elaborated corrective foedback is similar to the correc-

tion procedure Lysakowski and Weberg (1982) advocate, i.e., detailed feedback

on how to correctly solve the problem. Only two studies have addressed ela-

borated corrective feedback directly with a handicapped population. The results

of tne researcn have been mixed.

A longitudinal study by Siegel and Crawford (1983) examined the effects

of elaporated feedback on mentally retarded students selected from both elemen-

tary and secondary school settings. The researchers compared students taught

with elaporated corrective feedback with students trained on the discrimination

tasks without any corrective feelback. The elaborated corrections group

zell:nstratec superior results over the no feedback group on a transfer test

snortly after training as well as on the two-year follow-4 ter,.

tiowev,r, this study did not compare the effects of elaborated feedback with

basic feedback in which s'.udents are told whether their response is correct,

and, if correct, are told the correct response.

Only one study, by Meyer (1982),addressed tnis issue witn handicapped learn-

ers. Meyer examined the relative effectiveness of elaborated correction proce-

dures and basic correction procedures in teaching word attack skills to two

groups of learning disabled students in the secondary grades. The only dif-

ference between the two groups was that, when students in the basic correction

group made an oral reading error, the teacher told themn that they were incorrect

1E2
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and then sounded out the word correctly for them. In the elaborated correction

group, when student made errors, the teacher reviewed the appropriate decoding

rules, and then had the student sound out the word with her or him. Meyer

reported no significant difference in oral reading performance between students

in the two groups. Her findings are different than those of Carnine (1980), in

which non-handicapped pre-schoolers who received elaborated correction proce-

dures were able to decode more new worts than students who received basic

corrections.

There are two possible reasons f:r tnis anomaly. This first is that the

error rate was so low in Meyer's (1982) study--less than 4 percent--that ela-

borated corrective feedback may not have been necessary. The few errors may

have been due to temporary inattentiveness, slips of the tongue, rather than

failure to know--and know how to apply the word atta rules. The second

possible explanation relates to the difficulty of the skill to be taught.

Grants McAvoy, & Keenon (19E2; argue that elaporated corrective feedback is

only necessary for cognitive skills :het are new and/or complex for the learner.

The word attack skills for sounding out CVC and CVCe words were hardly new,

or terribly complex to the high school students, many of whom had been exposed

to similar rules for eight years. On the other hand, these same phonics appli-

cations to word reading would seem complex to preschoolers (Carnine, 1980).

The current study, like the Meyer study, compared the effects of elaborate

correcti4e feedback and basic feedback in teaching remedial and learning disabled

students at the high school level. However, in this case, a complex cognitive

task, inferential logic, was se'ected.

Formal logic was selected as the content for studying feedback because of

1E2
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its complexity. Also, instruction in logic and reasoning skills has been

generally lacking in the curricula of bOth "regular" and "special education"

students in elementary and junior-high settings (Cnerkes, 1979). The difficulty

in teaching reasoning skills may account for its absence from the curriculum. A

major purpose of the study was then to evaluate whether remediAl and learning

disabled secondary level students could learn logical analysis skills from

computer-assisted instruction.

However, the primary intent of the study was to examine whether low-

performing students who receive elaborated correction procedures would perform

significantly better than students provided basic corrections. We also

examined any differences regarding acquisition time between students as well as

%
attitvdes toward the instruction.

Method

Subjects

Subjects were selected from six remedial (Chapter One) and special education

classrooms in two secondary schools in western Oregon. To qualify for the

study, subjects had to demonstrate: a) a reading comprehension deficiency of no

more than three years on district-administered, standardized reading comprehen-

sion tests; b) at least fiftn grade oral reading level, as determined by teacher

judgment; and, c) an understanding of the concept of large and small classes, as

evidenced by passing an experimenter-developed classification pretest. (See

Measures section.) Reading comprehension scores were considered to insure that

subjects did not have a severe problem with reading comprehension. If ,.eading

comprehension was a serious problem, instruction would'need to focus on reading

TE2
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comprehension, rather than reasoning skills.

One-hundred and eighteen secondary Students in remedial and speciai educa-

tion were screened. Of the 28 who completed the stud Y.13 were l'arMng disabled

and 15 were remedial. The Woodcock Reading Mastery Test (1978) wcs admini-

stered to all 34 subjects. The subjects were matched on scores from the Word

Comprehension ...lubtest of the Woodcock Reading Mastery Test and then randomly

assigned to the Basic Correction or Elaborated Correction group (Cook and

Campbell, 1979). Mean scores for the two groups on the screening test were vi--

tually identical, 23.67 (SD = 1.15) for the Elaborated Corrective Feedback Group

and 23.85 (SD = 1.23) for the Basic Corrective Feehack group. Mean scares on

the Woodcock Word Comprehension Subtest were identical for both groups. Both

were 35.79. (Standard Deviations were 6.6 and 8.7 respectively).

Materials

The Reasoning Sk;Ils computer-assisted instruction program (Engelmann,

Carnine & Collins, 1983) was designed to teach students two major objectives:

a) to draw conclusions from two statements of evidence and b) to determine

whether a thre1-4tecement argument was logical or illogical. To enter the program

students had to have class inclusion skills, i.e., place members of a smaller

class in a larger classes (e.g., car fitsin the class of vehicle, fox t:trrier

fits in the class of dog). The program then taught students about overlapping

classes (e.g., tall things and buildings) and non-overlapping classes (e.g.

boys and girls).

Students learned three key words (all, soie, no)'and their corresponding

class relationships:

for all the smaller class is included in the larger class
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for some the classes overlap

for no the cla.ses do not overlap.

Table 1 presents cases of all, no and some arguments.

Insert Table 1 about here

The following three rules formed the basis for the first phase of instruc-

tion -- constructing arguments. The first rule is:

"Start the conclusion with the key word. Before learning this rule, stu-

dents learn what a key word is. They learn that in a syllogistic argument,

one of the statements of evidence begins with the word all. The word at the

beginning of the other statement is the key word. The key word becomes the

first word in the conclusion (see figure 1).

Insert Figure 1 about here

In a conclusion, the key word is followed by two classes. The second rule

tells students how to identify the two classes named in a conclusion:

"The conclusion names the classes that are named only once in the evidence."

In any syllogistic argument, one class is always named twi:e in the evidence.

In Figure 1, men is named twice. The once-named classes ("humans" and "those

witn brown hair") are uncarlinad in Figur= Tnese are the two ciasses tnat

appear in the conclusion.

The third rule applies to a subgroup of conclusions, only those with all as

the key word. An all statement always places a sma.,er class in a larger class;

thus a conclusion beginning with all must name the smaller class first. (Class
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order isn't important for some and no conclusions beginning with some or no). In

the following all statements, a small class is placed in a larger class:

.1.

All men are animals.

All animals are living things

Men is a smaller class tnan animals. Animals is a smaller class than livina

thinds. The small class must be named at the beginning of the all statement.

Thus, in tne ccnclusion ("All men are living things") small class, men, must

be named firs:.

The fol:ow'ng example is taken from the program. It includes the Elaborated

and tne Basic Corrections proviled when an error was made.

All athletes are humans.

All football players are athletes

Ouestion: Enter the number of the smallest class in the evidence.

The correct answer is football player. If student responses were a)

atnlates :- :: humans, a correction procedure was supplied.

3ast: Correction: "The correct answer is football players."

Ela:orated Correction: The smallest class is named once and is named at

..:he beginning of an all :tatement. Football players is named once and

is named at the beginning of an all statement, so football players is

tne smallest class.

This type of correction may appear contrived at first, yet is, we believe,

essential to providing students with practice on the appropriate form of a logi-

cal argument.

The otner major objective of the program was to teach students to identify

unsound arguments. This is discussed in detail in Collins (1984). For logi-
_
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ully unsound arguments, students were taught to specify one of three reasons

why an argument is unsound.

In the study, the Elaborated Correction treatment used an unaltered capy

of the Reasoning Skills program. The Basic Correction treatment used a modified

version of the program. In both conditions, students worked individually on an

Apple Ile microcomputer. In the Basic Corrections program, if s:udents made

errors, they were given the correct answer, as speciflec above. This was the

only difference between the two conditions.

One feature that was the same for both treatments was a provision for review

of missed items. When students missed a question, tne program presented the

question again later in the lesson. Thus, all missec questions were answered

correctly before the end of a lesson.

Measures

Screenina Measure and Pretests

The groupadministered screening tds: was ces.nec determine whether sub

jects had any background in specifying wnicn azjdc:s fit into a particular

class. For example, which of the following are vehicles (circle two) a) cars;

b) toy dolls; c) airplanes; d) windmills. The test also assessed whether stu

dents had mastered the concepts of larger and smaller classes (r;.g., which class

is large!-, the cless of trucks or the class of vehicles?). Stuae7ts who scored

less than 90 percent on this measure were excluded from the study. Knowledge of

classification is a prerequisite skill for the reasoning skills program, because

large and small class information is used in the deductive process.

The Word Comprehension subtest of the Woodcock Reading Mastery Test was

given individually to each student prior to the study.' The subtest contains 70
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items in analogy form. Solit-half reliabilities range from .83 to .96,

depending on grade level. The median cOncurrent validity correlation (with

fither subtests in the instrument) is .86. This subtest contains 70 items in

analogy form. Since this subtest required an understanding of rlassification, a

skill requirement for the CAI program, subjects were matched according to the

scores on this subtest prior to random assignment to one of the two treatment

groups.

Students were also given Form of the Test of Formal Logic (see below) as a

pretest.

Dependent Measures

These included:

a) a test of formal logic measuring acquisition of the CAI progam's con-

tent,

b) a transfer test, designed to assess generalization of subjects' skills

to new material, and

c) an attitude survey, measuring students' attitudes toward the computer-

assisted instruction and the reasoning program.

Test of Formal Looic (Collins, 1984). This was the primary dependent

measure in the study. The purpose of this test 4as to measure a student's abil-

ity to construct arc analyze syllogistic arguments. TWO alternate forms of the

test were designed. Form A was used as a pretest measure and then read-

ministered two weeks after treatment as a maintenance test. Form B was given to

all subjects immediately following the treatment as a post-test measure.

Fifteen items tested the skills for drawing conclusions from stated evi-

dence. The following item is an example:

TE2
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Here's the evidence:

All trains are vehicles.

Some trains are steel objects.

1. What will be the first word in the conclusion (all, rnme or no)?

2. Write the conclusion:

In the remaining eight items, students analyzed a syllogism ana determined if it

was "sound" or 'not sound," and if "not sound", explained why.

The content validity of the two forms of the Test of Formal Logic was

assessed by four university instructors ard 15 teachers in a graduate level

college class. These persons were choser because they were considered poten-

tial "users" of the program. These teachers examined the items and indicated

those items which they felt were inappropriate and their reasons for exclusion.

Based on tneir comments, these items were either dropped or revised.

The internal consistency aliatzt (coefficient alpha) for the instrument

was .90 for Form A and .91 for Form B. This was based on a sample of 28 stu-

dents not included in the experimental study. Parallel form reliability between

Forms A and 8 was .84.

Transfer Test

This 15-item test evaluatc,d subjects' abilities to generalize what they had

learned on the computer to similar analytical tasks, but in prose paragraph

form. The transfer test was

devoted to the more difficult objective of the program -- deciding whether argu-

ments were sound, and, if not soUnd, giving a reason. 'Two examples of these

TE2



arguments appear belmw:

A.

B.

Michael and Sam were sitting in the Science Lab at school.

Michael had a bottle of arsenic in his hand. Sam said, "Hey, you know that

all poisons are dangerous!" Michael looked at the bottle of arsenic.

Michael said, "It says on this bottle that arsenic is a poison. So, arsenic

must be dangerous!" "Yes, I guess so", replied Sam.

It is vPry easy to describe high school students in America. All

high school students are people who want to drive cars, They always talk

about borrowing their parents' car and driving around town, We can also say

that all high school students are people who have to take tests. I wonder

why all people who have to take tests also want to drive cars.

The transfer test was given to subjects on the day following the completion of

training on the CAI program. Both invalid and valid arguments were included,

with a heavier emphasis on invalid arguments (5 valid and 10 invalid arguments).

The argun lit forms paralleled tncse ar;uments taught in the reasoning skills

program.

Results

Test of Formal Logic

Table 2 presents the descriptive statistics for the pretest, the post and

Table 2 here

maintenance administrations of the Ter- of Formal Logic. The Elaborated

Corrective Feedback group had a slightly lower mean pretest score than the Basic

,Corrective Feedback group on the pretest; this difference was not significant.
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The posttest mean for the Elaborated Correction group was 18.0 and for the Basic

Correction group 15.2. On the maintenance test, respective means were 18.7 and

13.2.

A 2x3 analysis of variance with one between subjects factor (Type of

Correction) and one within subjects factor (Time of Test) was performed on the

data. A planned comparison was utilized, contrasting performance of the two

grouos on both the post-treatment measures Ommediate posttest and maintenance

tect). The ANOVA indicated a significant difference favoring the Elaborated

Corrections group; F(1,78) = 9.87; /I <.001. This result indicates a significant

effect for tne use of elaborated corrective feedback on both immediate posttest

anc maintenance test.

Transfer Test

The mean score was 12.07 for the Elaborated Group and 10.29 for the Basic

Group. Standard deviations were 2.97 and 2.56 respectively. These results indi-

ca:a a significant difference between the two training grouos; tf7gN = 1.70,

again favoring the Elaboretn1 Corrective Feedback group.

Time Per Lesson

Data were collected on the time students took to complete each of the five

lessons. The purpose of this analysis was to see whether students in tile

Elaborate:: Corrections group took more time to complete the lessons. The

average daily lesson time was 24.86 minutes for the Elaborated Corrective feed-

back group and 23.93 for the basic group. A 2x5 analysis variance (ANOVA) with

repeated measures was performed on the time-per-lesson data. The between-

subjects factor was type of corrective feedback training method. The within-

subject factor was time per lesson for five lessons. 'The analysis did not show
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any significant difference between the time the Elaborated group and the Basic

group took to complete lessons.

Student Attitudes Toward Instruction

A survey was administered after the lessons to ail students to determine

whether any difference existed between the two groups on attitudes toward

instruction. The items and mean scores on a Likert Scale are presented in Table

3.

Table 3 Here

There was only one significant difference between the two groups, on item 4,

t(26) = 5.14, 2 :.001. This item asked students how well they felt they could

detect unsound arguments. Students in the Eia:orated group felt they were

better in picking out a sound argument. Thus, the self-report parallels

the performance data.

Discussion

This study was the firs: to explore experimentally tne effectivenesF, of ela-

'borated corrective feedback in teaching a complex cognitive skill to handicapped

learners. These results, unlike those of Meyer (1982), indicate this is an

effective instructional procedure. In the Meyer study, students were familiar

with tne pncnic rules. The difference in the content of tne two studies

suggests elaborated correction procedures may be necessary only when students

are learning new or complex rules or strategies. The merit of elaborated

correction procedures is confirmed by the significantly higher scores on the

transfer test and the greater confidence in identifying sound arguments for the

TE2



students in the Elaborated Corrections group.

At first glance, though, the roughl'y equivalent times for the two treatments

to complete the lessons seem anomalous. With more text to read in elaborated

corrections, that treatment would seemingly take longer to complete the lessons.

ComplEcion times were not significantly greater for the elaborated corrections

group, however.

The extra time required to read the elaborated corrections may have been

compensated for by faster acquisition of the material. As mentioned earlier,

the ccmputer would return a student to items that were missed earlier in a

lesson. If elaborated corrections resulted in fewer mistakes, stuoents would

spend less time returning to missed items. This interpretation suggests that

taking more time early in a complex instructional sequence to offer elaborated

corrections may in fact lead to savings in instructional time later in a

program.

Both the basic and elaborated correction groups improved their reasoning

skills as measured by the dependent variable. The groups demonstrated a mean

score of 68-70% on the posttest (a dramatic gain from the mean scores of 25 to

34 percent on the pretest). The systerAtic design of the instruction -- par-

ticularly through a series of carefully controlled rules--may have contributed

to this gain.

Well-designed computer programs could increase students' academic engaged

time in two ways -- by replacing some time spent in seatwork with interac-

tive instruction, which tends to have higher engagement rates (Rosenshine,

1983) and by having students receive interactive instruction outside of

school. These applications are parcicularly significant because the program was
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a true tutorial. Reasoning skills were acquired without any instruction from

the teacher. Typically, CAI programs merely provide drill and practice exer-

cises to supplement teacher instruction. Here the program did all the

instructing. This finding goes against prevalent research (Winkler, et al.,

1984) suggesting that properly designed CAI best serves as a supplement to con-

ventional instruction.

In this study, CAI succeeded at providing initial instruction. With

suitable content (e.g., rule based) and viable instructional design (Engelmann &

Carnina, 1992), CAI can play a much larger role in instruction.

TE2
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rable 1. Examples of Syllogistic Arguments

1. Example of an argument with "All" Statements of evidence:

All men are human.

All humans require oxygen.

(So) All men require oxygen.

2. Example of an argwient with a "No" statement of evidence:

All men are human

No birds are human.

(So) No birds require oxygen.

3. Example of an argument with a "Some" statement of evidence:

All men are human.

Some men are over six feet tall.

(So) Some humans are over six feet tall.

Ei 3
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Table 2

Means, Standard Deviations and Mean Percent of Items Correct on Criterion

Reierenced Measure (DtE of Formal Logic)

Time of Test

Pre Post Maintenance

Elaborated Corrections (N = 14)

6.0 18.0 18.7

SD 3.67 4.69 3.97

Mean Percent Correct 25.1 78.3 81.3

Basic Corrections (N . 14)

7.0 15.2 13.2

SD 3.55 6.14 6.81

Mean Percent Correct
,.u.- g;Wye.1 E7.4

TE2
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Table 3

Student Attitudes Toward the Prooram

Questions

11

Group

1. Was this program interesting tn you?

(1-yes 0-no)

2. How well did you enjoy the program?

(24 enjoyed it 1-I feel OK about
thl program 0-I did not eny the
program)

3. Do you feel you understood the rules
and examples in the program?
(2-all the time 1-somet1mes 0-never)

4. Do you feel like you can now ;lox out

a sound argument?
(2-all the time 1-some:imes 0-never)

Elaborated

Corrections

Basic

Corrections

M SD M SD

.79 .43 .86 .36

1.57 .51 1.36 .63

1.29 .47 1.20 .58

1.43 .51 1.07 .27

1E2
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Secc:idary students spend a considerable amount of their time completing

application-oriented activities. In performing these tasks, students are asked to make

a variety of inferences about a subject area by pn!dently using facts, concepts, and

strategies or problem solving skills. Unfortunately, it is easier to just teach students

rote memory information and procedural knowledge (i.e the literal algorithms used

in solving a problem) than the comprehension and problem solving skills called foi in

many application items (Doyle,1983).

Some writers (Cherryholmes, 1966; Greenblat & Duke, 1975; Cruickshank &

Tefler, 1980; Budoff, Thorrnann, & Gras, 1984 ) have suggested that one way to

enhance these kinds of cognitive skills is through educationalsimulations.

Simulations are thought to increase student participation (Boocock & Schild, 1968;

Farran, 1968; Stembler, 1975) and allow low achieving students the much neE ded

practice in applying what they've learned to new situations (Cohen & Bradley, 1977).

Yet the results of research on educational simulations, on the whole, have been

discouraging. After an extensive review of studies conducted in the early sixties,

Cherryholmes (1966) found that the effects of simulations were no greater than

conventional instruction. Students neither learned more facts and concepts than

they did in conventional instruction, nor did they show the anticip,_ ,i increases in

critical thinking and protlem solving. A more recent review of simulation research by

Pierfy (1977) reached conclusions similar to those of Cherryholmes. At best, the

results have been mixed regarding the effects of educatioral simulations (McHenry,

1969; Livingston, 1971; Greenblat, 1973; De Nike, 1976; Pierfy, 1977; Jackson, 1979;

Breriemeier & Greenblat, 1981; McKenzie & Padilla, 1984). Current research in

computer simulations and other computer enrichment activities, although limited,

also indicates little support for these techniques (Bangert-Drowr..;, Kulik, & Kulik,

1985; Waugh, 1986,
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Much of the research on simulations has been plagued by fundamental

weaknesses in research design. Several interventions have been n.uch too brief,

usually with only one play of the simulation (Boocock & Schild, 1968; Fletcher, 1971;

Pierfy, 1977). Quite a few studies (Livingston, 1970; Emery and Enger, 1972;

Fennessey et aL, 1973; Brenestuil, 1975) used rather crude quasi-experimental

designs involving intact classes being assigned to treatments on a non-random

basis. In some cases, the intent of the simulation games, and hence the research

hypotheses, were pooriy formulated (Williams, 1980).

Fnally, there are protAems with criterion measures used in many simulation

studies. Of the 22 studies reviewed by Pierfy (1977), virtually all of them were

investigator-developea criterion measures, with very little detail about the

construction of the measures or their reliability and validity. By failing to thoroughly

analyze the instructional goals of simulations, some researchers did not design

measures to capture everytt:ng taught by the games (Megarry, ''.977).

The problems with simulation research, however, go well beyond research

design and instrumentation problems. Fletcher (1971) ncted that many of the

simulations used in the research had never becn field tested, and thus were of

unknown quality. He cited the great variation in the quality of the games used ( in

terms of complexity, levels of sophistication, and interaction among participants) as a

major source of the weak results reported.

The study reported here QAterpted to remedy many of the problems and issues

cited above. The obvious problems regarding the length of intervention and random

assignment were relatively easy to avoid. Also, validity and reliability issues of the

measures used are addressed. We attempted to created an instrument that reflected

the problem solving SkillS actually taught in the simulation.. The intent and

instructional goals of the simulation Health Ways were formalized into a set of
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specific stro.togies, all monitored by a meta-stratagy. Figure 1 represents the

problem solving strategies used in the simulation.

Insert Figure 1 about here

The simulation itself was fieqd tested in several junior high school classes and

with students of varied abilities. Problematic features of the simulation were refined

after each field test. Other components of the intervention, which will be discussed in

the methods section, were pilot tested before the study.

The present study also attempted to address a curious feature of must past

simulation studies. Virtually all studies have directly contrasted simulations to

conventional teaching methods. Only on a f wr occasions have the combination of

conventional instruction and a simulation been compared to a conventional method

alone. This is understandable with non-computer simulations, as time

considerations (i.e., the number of days or weeks needed to fully implement a

simulation) usually prohibited a cnmbined intervention.

With computer simulations, the situation is different. The effects of different

variables can be demonstrated quickly (Doob, 1972), and less instructional time is

required to demonstrates causal relationships and essential concepts.

Unfortunately, very few experimental studies involving educational computer

simulations have been documented. None had compared conventional instruction

and a computer simulation with just conventional instruction.

A final aspect sets the present study apart from earlier research. Conventional

instruction was delivered according to principles derived from recent teacher

effectiveness research (cf. Brophy & Good, 1986). Teacher modeling, high rates of

teacher-student interaction, guided practice, and structured seatwork were used in
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teaching oasic facts and concepts to both groups in this study. This enabled us to

better gauge the additional effects the simulation had on basic facts and concepts.

A secondary purpose of the study wcs to determine the extent to which a

simulation could assist secondary learning disabled students in special education

classrooms in acquiring factual information and problem solving sk.11s. In adaition to

evaluaiing these students' performance in absolute terms, their performance was

compared to that of their nonhandicapped age mates who were enrolled in health

education courses.

thosi

Subjects

All of the subjects were learning Jisabled high school students eligible for

special education services by federal and local standards. Because of the reading

requirements of the simulation, students who scored lower than ale sixth grade

reading level, as measured by the Metropolitan Achievement Test (1970), were

excluded as subjects. The thirty stude its who met these criteria participated in the

study; an equal number of students ill three classes were randomly assigned to

either the conventional or simulation condition.

Materials

Health Ways is a commercial software program developed by Carnine, Lang,

and Wong (1985) for the Apple II and IBM PC computers. As a simulation, Health

Ways requires learners to manipulate several variables (e.g., life threatening

diseases, stress levels) in order to achieve an optimal life expectancy. Learners are

presented a basic health profile which can be examined further by selecting various

options. An example of such a profile is presented in Figure 2. For example,

learners can inquire about eating habits by selecting ,. id nutrition option. By doing

this, they can see how much cholesterol, sugar, ses, etc., the profile character
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consumes. Learners must make changes in the most life threatening health habits

(e.g., heavy smoking) and control other variables to be successful at a Health Ways

game.

Insert Figure 2 about here

We also developed the Health Ways Supplementary Curriculum - an

accompanying written curriculum (Woodward & Gurney, 1985) that extended

information presented in Health Wau and the original Health Ways teachers guide.

Information was taken directly from two widely used jurdor high school health

textbooks. All of the information was rewritten to control for vocabulary and amount

of new information. Clippings from newspapers, news magazines, journal articles,

and health pamphlets were also used in the supplementary curriculum. Even though

the supplementary materials relied heavily upon texts and other sources,

considerable preparation time was required. Researchers estimate that it took

approximately 70 hours to create the modified curriculum. The reading level of the

curriculum, as determined by the Fry (1977) Readability Test, was approximately

sixth grade.

Procodures

All students were instructed for 40 minutes per day for twelve days. The lesson

consisted of two parts. The first part, called structured teaching, was identical for

subjects in both conditions. A structured teaching method, following the model

proposed by Rosenshine and Stevens (1984) and Brophy and Good (1986), was

used for this segment.

Structured Teaching. Instruction was conducted in a large group of 12 to 15

students for this part of each lessor. Instruction began by reviewing essential
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information from previous lessons. Students were then presented with a list of

vocabulary words, which were essential to the day's lesson (e.g., cholesterol,

diabetes). For the next fifteen minutes, each student independently read the two to

three pages of text for that day's lesson and answered written comprehension

questions. The teacher the.i discussed the answers with the group and presented a

series of review questions covering the main points of the lesson. At the end of the

initial instruction, students separated into twc groups: one which worked with the

computer simulation (the Simulation Group) and one which worker., or traditional

application activities (the Conventional Group).

The Conventional Group worked in the nmsource room under the supervision of

the resource room teacher, who presented.these students with a variety of

application or review activities. These exercises, typical of a high c-hool health

education class, were reviewed for repcesentativeness by two health teachers at the

high school where the study took place. For example, the Conventional Group

students kept track of their diets for three days and analyzed thel; cholesterol levels.

Other exercises included analyzing one paragraph profiles of different individuals

and diagnosing poor health habits. Students completed the exercises during the last

twenty minutes of the period.

Simulation Group students were taught in a computer lab, each student working

individually at a microcomputer. Students in this condition worked on the Health

Ways simulation for twenty minutes each day. Instruction over the twelve day period

was broken into three phases: initial modeling of the simulation tutorial and one

simulation game (three days), guided practice on three simulation games (two days),

and independent practice with individual feedback from the instructor (seven days).

In the initial modelingLphlue, the instructor modeled each component of an

effective strategy for playing the Health Ways games. The teacher modeled working

on the most important health problems first, to control stress immediately if it rose to a

frl '-'1
i C)
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level that was too high, and to be sure to maintain changes by using the

maintenance option. Each component of th strategy was modeled in isolation and

then integrated in later instruction. The most important instruction in the initial

modeling phase invo'ved the prioritizina of health problems. Students were first

taught to look at current disease and hereditary information. If the profile indicated a

heredity of hypertension, this meant that the student should first look at the

individual's diet and check the level of salt consumption. If it was high, this led to a

correlated change (i.e., an heredity of hypertension implies the need for a low salt

diet, thus the student must change the characters salt intake). This habit was the first

to be changed. The remaining habits were identified in their order of priority (i.e. the

second and third most important habits).

In the guided practice phase of instruction, students were briefly taught in a

group with one microcomputer. They were shown the initial screen in a Health Ways

game profile, and individual students were asked to prioritize the first three health

problems or habits and their correlated changes. Once correctly identified, the

students were shown '.nother profile. After three or four profiles, each student went

to his or her computer in the lab and played the Health Ways games.

The independent practice phase allowed the students to play Health Ways

games continuously for twenty minutes. The teacher circulated among the students,

observing and commenting on a student's "play* of a game (i.e., how well he or she

employed the strategy taught in the modeling phase of instruction).

All teaching was done by the researcher and a certified special education

teacher. Assignment of teachers to treatment was counterbalanced, with the

researcher and the teacher changing groups half way through the experiment. This

was done to control for the effects of the teacher, a common problem that has flawed

many computer based instruction studies (Bangert-Drowns, et al., 1985). The
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amount of total instructional time was controlled in this study; both groups received

the same amount of teaching and independent work.

Measures

Students were assessed one day, two days, and two weeks following

instruction. On the first day, acquisition of basic facts and concepts taught in the

curriculum was measured by the Nutrition and Disease Test. The Nutrition and

-Disease Test was a 30 item test designed to measure students' retention of the

important information contained in the written curriculum. Questions on the test were

fill-in the blank, usually requiring only one or two word answers. The first 20

questions were solely from the written curriculum. The remaining 11 were questions

over material that appears in both the written curriculum and the Health Ways

simulation. Internal consistency reliability (coefficient alpha) of this measure is .84

'iased on a sample of 42 students. The Nutrition and Disease Test was given again

two weeks after the instruction as a retention measure.

The second measure, the Health Diagnosis Test, was a set of three written

profiles administered two days after the instruction. This test measured the student's

ability to detect important health problems facing an individual, identify and change

related health habits, and control stress as it increased due to the health changes.

Central to the Health Diagnosis Test was prioritizing health problems. For example,

the test measured the student's ability to not only identify, but order the health

problems in terms of their importanc.... .o the individual's longevity. The Health

Diagnosis Test has a test-retest reliability of .81. Table 1 presents an example of one

cf the test's three profiles.

Insert Table 1 about here

80
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Scoring Procedures. For the Nutrition and Disease Test, only answers

contained in the written curriculum or acceptable synonyms were considered correct.

Subscale scores were obtained for two sections: a) those items reinforced and b) not

reinforced by the Health Ways simulation.

Special procedures for scoring the Health Diagnosis Test were developed.

Three different areas were assessed in the measure: a) identifying important health

problems, regardless of order, and making the appropriate correlated change b) the

ability to prioritize health problems and c) attending to stress when it was at a high

level.

Current health facts and statistics were used to develop criteria for correct

prioritizing. The criteria state that the learner should attend to current disease and

hereditary information in determining which health habits are must detrimental,

hence, which habits need to be changed first. A strict and a moderate criteria were

used to measure students' ability to prioritize. To score at the strict criteria, a student

must change the three most important hJalth problems in a specific order (i.e. the

habit associated with the current disease first, the one associated with the hereditary

disease second, and 0'1 remaining detrimental habit third). These criteria were

establ6Nd by a committee consisting of the experimenter, a professional health

educator, and two special education researchers. Students who scored at the

moderate clteria simply changed, in any order, the habits associated with the current

disease and hereditary problems within tne first three changes.

In addition, both tests were also given to a random sample of non-

handicapped high school students from health classes. Tests were given to tenth,

eleventh and twelith graders in introouctory and advanced health classes. Their

scores were compared with those of the two grr ips that participated in the study.

Si
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Resutts

The Nutrition and Disease Test

A 2 x 2 (treatment by time of test) analysis of variance rith repeated measures

on one factor was performed on the total number of correct respons-s on the

Nutrition and Disease Test. Table 2 provides the descriptive staiistics for the correct

number of responses for the post and maintenance tests for each group. Means

were also converted to a percent correct.

Insert Table 2 about here

The analysis shows a significant main effect for instructional method; F(1,28)

5.30, 2 < .03. For both treatment groups there was a significant drop in scores from

post to maintenance test; F,=-(1,26) = 16.23, 2 < .001. No significant interaction was

found. The simulation had a significant effect on mastery of key concepts in the unit;

this effect was maintained over a two week period.

Subscales analyses, The 30 item test was broken into two subscales: a) items

reinforced by the Health Ways simulation and b) items taught in the curriculum and

not reinforced by the simulation. Separate 2 x 2 ANOVAs with repeated measures

were performed on each subscale. The effect on items reinforced by Health Ways

was significant; E (1,28) .2 40.02, 2 < .01. The effect for items not reinforced, however

wa:., nonsignificant; f(1,28) = 3.73, 2 < .06. This demonstrates that the simulation

was an effective Vehicle for reviewing material that had already been presented in

the written curriculum.
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Health Diagnosis Test

Scores for the conventional and simulation groups were compared on a) the

total test score and b) the total test score without stress as a factor. The reason for

this was that the simulation group was explicitly taught the relationship between a

health change and an increase in stress through Health Ways. Students in the

conventional grr.ip were never taught about this relationship, thus if would be
.

unlikely that these students would immediately control the stress level in the

Diagnosis Test. Therefore, the factor of stress was removed from the analysis of the

total test scores, which appears at the top of Tel- 3.

The three essential problem solving skills for the Health Diagnosis Test were

independently compared: (1) prioritizing health habits (2) stress management and,

(3) identifying health problems and making correlated changes. The t-tests

demonstrate a significant difference between the two groups accorcirkg to all

analyses demonstrating that the intervention had a conSistent, significant effect on

problem solving skills jf the simulation students.

Insert Table 3 about here

The correlation between Metropolitan Achievement Test (MAT) Reading scores

and total scores on the Health Diagnosis Test was non-significant (.12), much

weaker than the correlation of .44 between MAT Reading and the Nutrition and

Disease Test, a more conventional academic measure of facts and concepts. The

non-significant .zorrelation suggests no relationship between traditional academic

measures (such as a standardized achievement test) and the problem solving skills

measured by the Diagnosis Test.

t/'
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In addition to the generally superior performance by the simulation students on

. the Diagnosis Test, there is some indication of a moderately strong relationship

between their scores on this test and their understanding of the simulation. At the

end of the third profile, the examiner asked each student to state his or her reasons

for making the first, second, and third changes on the profile. In other words, the

examiner asked why were the changes made in the order specified by the student.

Responses to this question were categorized as 1) the student guessed (didn't know,

didn't care, didn't know why) 2) the student was working on health problems but in

no apparent order (i.e. no prioritizing strategy was used) or 3) the student worked on

the most important health problem first (i.e. some kind of prioritizing strategy was

used). The correlation betweeh a student's score for this response and his or her

total test score on the Diagnosis Test was .69. This suggests a moderately strong

relationship between the strategies that students thought they were using in the test

and those that they actually used.

Secondary Analyses: Comparison with Non-Handicapped Hiah School Students

In a supplemental analysis, a one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used

to compare the test performance of the conventional and simulation groups with non-

handicapped students from regular health classes who did not participate in the

study. The purpose of this quasi-experimental comparison was to extend the post

test analysis to students of a comparable age group who were also receiving health

instruction. Again, scoms from each section of the Health Ways Nutrition and

Disease Test and the Health Ways Diagnosis Test were analyzed. These results are

presented in Table 4.

Insert Table 4 about here
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Total score on the Diagnosis Test showed significant differences between the

groups (F(2,42) = 27.36 ja < .001). A Tukey post-hoc comparison indicated

significant differences favoring the handicapped simulation students in comparison

to regular classroo'n students (2 < .01). There was an equally significant difference

favoring the regular classroom students over the learning disabled students in the

conventional group (2 < .01). The learning disabled students in the simulation group

had problem solving skills on the health profile: superior to those of non-

handicapped students in regular health classes. The non-handicapped students, in

turn, out performed the handicapped students in the conventional group.

A significant diffeience also appeared between the groups on the reinforced

items on `Lhe Nutrition and Disease Test, F(2,42) = 5.35,g< .01. Tukey post-hoc

comparison showed a significant difference between tho special education

simulation group and the two other groups (g, < .05), favoring the handicapped

students taught by Health Ways. Differences on the non-reinforced subscale items

were non-significant.

Discussion

The Health Ways simulation was an effective tool in tc.ach; : material not

easily taught by traditional means. In this study, we used direct instruction

techniques in the initial phase of instruction to teach material rewritten from widely

used health textbooks. The results indicate the use cf computer simulations can

effectively complement traditional instruction.

In addition to providing the experimental students with a simulation, we taught

an explicit stratecy that enabled them to be successful (see Figure 1). The results

support the view that a structured approach in simulations, one where learners'

tactics are specified and guided, does have significant educational affects.

8J
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The analyses indicated that the students in the simulation group performt 1 at a

significantly higher level Or 'lealth fact and concept items that the simulation

reviewed. The nimulation also had a significant effect in developing problem solving

skills in health. Simulation students were significantly better at prioritizing specific

health habits, ones that reeded to changed in the game's profile character in order

to improve his health and longevity.

The superior performance-by the learning disabled students in the simulation

group over non-handicapped students from regular health clE-ses suggests the

extent to which explicit strategy instruction can be successful in teaching problem

solving skills: The two non-handicapped students who had the highest scores on the

Diagnosis Test articulated a prieritizing strategy comparable to P -A given by several

of the special education students. Thus, many of the special education students in

the simulation group stlowed a conscious awareness of the strategies that they were

using, as did te two untaught, non-handicapped students, who may have achieved

their awareness in a more intuitive manner.

Both the instruction in basic health concepts and the explicit strategy for the

simuLtion were based on instructional design principles described in the Theory of

Instruction (Engelmann & Camine, 1982). instrucfan began with models by the

teacher of both successful and unsuccessful stre:egies that could be used with

Eiga lit_wayl, Next, Judents pract:ced the strategy over a range of profiles with

feedback from the reseaichers. Gradually, the explie reminders or prompts about

steps in the strategy were removed, and the simulation students worked on Health

Ways profiles independently.

The simulation Aself was also designed to foster the acquisition of a strategy.

The kfealth Wan simulation was preceded by a tutorial containing three simpler

versions of the simulation profiles, each one slightly more complex than the

preceding one. This gradual progression from simple lo cc nplex allowed aspects of

8 0
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the overall strategy to be introducekl and practiced one at a time. The contribution of

detailed, explicit strategy instruction (i.e., the methods described by Engelmann &

Carnine, 1982; Palincsar & Brown, 1982) has been investigated with handicapped

students in reading comprehension (Camine & Kinder, 1985), content area

instruction in science (Darci: & Carnine, in press) and logical reasoning (Collins,

1984). Some research on computer simulations suggests that when contrary

procedures are followed (e.g., informal instruction, particularly where clear strategies

and corrective feedback are absent), student learning is insnificant (Waugh, 1986).

The present results indicate that simulations combined with instruction in

strategies for successful use of the simulation can contribute to a student's learning

of both factual inforrnat-.pn and problem solving skills: However, the results say

nothing a )out the use of computer simulations cs "stand alone" activities. Since the

two treatn ents different in several respects, we cannot isolate a specific variable that

accounted for the result.). That 15 learning disabled students exhibited problem

solving skills and that thit; was true for only two non-h-ndicapped students

underscores the potential A combining instruction and simulations. Future research

could address the simulation alone by comparing Health Ways to Health Ways

accompanied ty explicit strategy instruction. These findings would help articulate

the context in which computer simulation-, can be of the most benefit to students. A

separate line of research will continue to evaluate the various components of

strategy instruction, whether mediated by a teacher or by a computer.
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Figure 1

Goal: Increase the Expected Age
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Figure 2

Health Ways, Simulation Profile

Today's
Year Week Day
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Will Power = 180
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Name: James
Heredity: Lung cancer
Diseases: No current ailments
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Stress Reduction
Help
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20 pounds overweight
Moderate smoker
Non-drinker
Moderate 5 times/week
See Sub-menu
See Sub-menu

52

Winning
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Table 1

Health Facts on Julie Hill

Age: 34

Heredity: diabetes Current Diseases: liver disease

1. Weight and diet: 7 pounds overweight

a. Eats breakfasts
b. Eats a lot of food with cholesterol
c. Eats a lot of empty calorie sweets
d. Eats very little food with sodium
e. Drinks very few beverages with caffeine
f. Eats a lot of food with fiber
g. Eats balanced meals

2. Tobacco: non smoker

3. Alcohol: light drinker (3 drinks a week)

4. Exercise: exercises 5 times each week

5. Stress: average stress in her life.



Means (M), Medians (Mdn), and Standard Deviations (SD) of Number

of Total Correct Aftwers on the Nutrition and Disease Test

by Instructional Group

Instructional Group

Post Test Maintenance Test

Mean %Mean %
N &In 612 Cm= N IA tisk 22 ficznerd

Simulation 15 22.00 21.5 3.72 73.3 15 19.97 20.5 5.08 . 66.5.

Conventional 15 17.93 18.5 5.86 59.7 15 15.47 16.5 5.44 51.6

C



Table 3

Summary of I -Tests for the Diagnosis Test

Bjmulaiign

M SD

Conventional

dfM SD I

Total T9st Score 27.7 6.2 12.47 4.9 7.52 28 <.001

s ek as 1 : 1:

Prioritizing Alone 8.4 4.7 1.47 1.9 5.27 28 -,0n1

Stress Management 4.9 1.8 1.73 2.3 4.27 28 <.001

Identifying Health
Problems & Matung
Correlated Changes 14.4 2.1 9.27 2.8 5.66 28 <.001



Table 4

Means (M) and Standard Deviations (SE, fo: Handicapper and Non-Handicapped

Students on the Two Academic Measures

SD

Nutrition and Disease Test:
Total Score

Mildly Handcapped Students Taught By:
4.'rrulation 15 22.00 3.72
Conventional 15 17.93 5.86

Non-Handcapped Students: 15 19.47 4.94

Nutrition and Disease Test:
Items Reinforced by
Health Waya

Mildly Handicapped Students Taught By:
Simulation 15 7.33 1.35
Conventional . 5,60 2 20

Non-Handicapped Students: 15 5.53 1.46

Health Ways Diagnosis Test:
Total Sccre

Mildly Handicapped Students:
Simulation 15 27.73 6.89
Conventional 15 12.47 4.88

Non-Handicapped Students: 15 18.07 6.03
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The Effectiveness Af.Videodisc Instructjon in
Teaching FractiOnsto_Lapiii*Pkabled, and

Remedial High *hool &Waite
BERNADETTE KELLY'
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RUSSELL GERSTEN

and

BONNIE GROSSEN

University of Oregon

Abstract

This study compares theeffectiveness of a videodisc curriculum that
incorporates principles of instructional design (inducting discrimina-
tion practice 4nd cumulative review) with a traditional basal program
designed to teich basic fractions skill,. -TwenWeight high school
students, including 17 mildly handicapped *dents; qualified for the
study by showing (a) mastery of wholenuitherbperations and (b) less
than 50 percent mastery of the fractions skills to be tanght. The
students were matched in pairs based on a-pretest score and math
scores from the California Achievenient Test, and then randomly
assigned to one of die treatment& Ouringthe ten-day'intervention,
observers collected data on levels ol treatment implementation and
student on-task behavior. A criterion-refereneed posttest and two-
week maintenance test were administered. The videodisc curriculum
resulted in sivificantly higher posttestand maintenance test scores.
Levels of on-task behavior were signikantly higher in the videodisc
sessions, although levels in both conditions were above 80 percent.
An analysis of stud, rit error patterns indicated that differences in
instiuctional design .eatures contributed to the relative effectiveness
of the two curricula.

The National Assessment of Educational Prowess reported that, nationally, "perforimmix
fractions computation is low, and students seem to have done their computation with little
understanding" (Lindquist, Carpenter, Silver & Matthews, 1983, p. 16). For example, the assess .1
ment found that only one-third of U.S. seventh-graders can add 1/2 and 1/3. The problem is even

more pronounced for handicapped student&

'Requests for reprints should be addressed to the first author.
2The research was supported in part by Grant No. G0011400660-02 from the U.S. Department 01Hut .1111,11

Journal of Special Education Technology VOLUME VIII NUMBER 2 LL I 906
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videodisc Instruction

Research on effective instruztional practices with special education students gives som

indication of how to improve instruction. Englert (1984) measured mildly handicapped students'

growth on a range of basic skills measures and correlated this growth with observed teacher

performance. More effective teachers (classified on the basis of high student academic !ken i

provided appropriate academic feedback to student errors mote frequently than did less effec t iv, -

teachers. The more effective teachers also maintained higher pacing and student success rates

throughout each lesson. This set of variables has been found to beeffective with low performing

students in regular classroomsettings (Good& Grouws, 1979; Gersten, Carnine & Williams, 1982:

Rosenshine. 1983).
However, improved teacher trainingand improved teacher presentation techniques may.ni A

be enough. The curriculum itself is being called into question. Ten years ago, a report from the

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (Carpenter, Cobum, Reys & Wilson, 1976) delme

ated problems in the way fractions were taught in cmiventional carricula. More recently, the

California Department of Education declared that all 14 of the major textbooks were deficient in

their treatment of fractions, decimals and problem solving.

Clearly, empirical investig6tions of the instructional design of a curricula in an area such iis

teaching fractions needs careful investigation. This study compares two curricula designed to

teach bask fractions skillsa traditional basal curricuken. and an innovative curriculum based on

Engeimann & Carnine's (1982) theory of instructional design. The.basal program was selected

from the four most widely adopted texts in the United States.lt featuresthe following instructional

design components: clearly stated obiectives, practice examples relating directly to lesson,obiq

lives, review tests with remediation pages specified, reteaching worksheets, and the provision of

stephy-step strategies. It also includes practice with concreteobjects (manipuiatives), a feature

recommended by many math educators. We believe it represents one of the better basal texts

available.
The Mastering Fractions program (Systems Impact, 1985) has been developed from al

research baseu theory of instruction (Engelmann & Carnine, 1982) and incorporates sophisticated

principles of instructional design. It uses interactive videodisc to replace conventional text.

although worksheets use conventionalprint formats. The primary question under investigioini e.

whether the instructional design features incorporated into the videodisc program can mc rea'.i .

student performance. It may beargued that the videodisc medium may contnbute to increased

student performance. While the medium canfooltate the implementationof effective instructional

procedures, there is evidence that the instructional design features incorporated into a c urriculum

result in higher student performance, rather than the instructional medium per se.

A recently-conducted study (Hasselbring, Sherwood, & Bransford, 1986), compared th

effectiveness of the Mastering &actions program with a curriculum incorporating the same

instructional design features, but not invoking tirr videodisc medium. Instead, teachers presentetf

tile examples and exercises from the Mastering Fractions curriculum on an overhead project( w

1 hey lound no difference between students' scores on a criterion-referenced posttest bow,- ..

I liese two conditions. In other words, the medium of instruction appeared to have no lk( i I III

third experimental condition utilized the fractiors curriculum currently adopted by the st lit K il

district. Student performance in both Mastering Fractions conditions (with and without the

%., ideodisc) were significantly higher than student performance in the basal condition. This findnig

suggests that the difference in performance orn be attributed to the instructional content of the

Mastering Fractions program,and that any novelty effectsproduced by the videodisc medium ire

not significant.
In a review of research evaluating a range of instructional media, Clark (1983) argued that

instructional technologies are "mere vehicles that deliver instruction but do not influence student

achievement any more than the truck that delivers our groceries causeschange in our nutrition"

(p.445). Clark recommended that future research focus oncurriculum design rather than medium
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of delivery, as the curriculum design seemed to be a major variable in determining the effectiveness
of an instructional program.

Comparison Between the Videodisc and Basal Curricula
In order to elucidate the principles of instructional design incorporated /tithe experimntal

curriculum, this section compares the Mastering Fractionsprogram and the basal program used Hi
the current investigation. The section covers the following curriculum dimensions: review pro
cedures, discrimination practice, example selection, and explicit strategy teaching.

Review Procedures
In the basal program, a skill is introduced and pract iced but then"disappears" for several &it"

For example, Mathematics Today teaches multiplication of fractions in one lesson. ln subsequent
lessons, other skills are introduced, including multiplication of whole numbers and fractions, and
multiplication of mixed numbers. However, in the next three lessons students work with word
problems, reciprocals and division, after which students are expected to perform the multiplic .1i is in
of fractions independently on review and test lessOns.

In Mastenng Fractions, the skill of multiplying:I fractions is introduced and then practiced sin
euerv subsequent lesson in the program. Each new skill that is taught is reviewed cumulatively. 4 If
else incorporated into more complex skiUs.

Discrimination Practice
Students who kwn to carry out certain steps again and again on the same type sit problem

may have difficulties when-they encounter differentproblamtypes mixed together4m-a test. I it
example, /1 14-day unit in the basal program introduces adding and Subtractingfractions. In the
next unit, students learn the strategies for multiplying and dividing fractions. No practice is given m
discnmination between the strateoies (e.g., multiplication and addition). In the review d test
lessons, the problem types are still separated. Students never receve discrimination prat tx e
between strategies. After the ,wo units, fractions operations do notappear again in the text ku the-
remainder of the school year.

In Mastenng Fractions, a skill is introduced, practiced, and within a few lessons mixed with
t her types of problems. For example, exercises in the lesson presentation specifically addres.s he

differences between addition and multiplication strategies. If students have difficulty m1ikin9 the
discrimination, specific remediation is given, after which students are required to work a set ot
problems involving both operations. The skills are then integrated with other types of problems on
every worksheet.

Darch, Carnine and Gersten (1984) compared the effectiveness of a regular basal madly
matics curr:culum with a cumculum program similar to Mastering Fractions in that it incorpoiiI ed
systematic discrimination practice. Students who received discrimination practice performed
significa. .ly better than students who did not, on a criterion-referenced posttest and maintenant
test. Englert (1984) also emphasizes the importance of discrimination practice for mildly handl
capped students, to avoid confusion between related concepts.

Example Selection
Range of Examples. In the basal program, when students first encounter pictures ot

frac tions, all examples are less than one. In the next grade level, mixed numbersare introduced 41s 41
whole number and a fraction, reinforcing the misconception that fractions can only represent
qualities less than one. Improper fractions do-not appear until the next grade level. A common
error occurs when improper fractions are finally introduced; students represent these fractions /IS
less than one; e.g., for 5/4 students write:

j
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Mastering Fractions teaches students a strategy for reading and writing both proper and
improPer fractions from thebeginning of thtprogram:

(a) The denominator tells the number of parts in each unit:

+EDS@
(b) The numerator tells the number of parts used or shaded:

The wide range of examples prevents students from forming misconceptions and gives students a

more complete understanding of what a fraction represents.
In a carefully controlled experiment, Cattine OM-demonstrated how a limited range of

examples can cause students to form misconceptions.The instructional task was to write hun-
dredths fractions as decimals. One group of students wai preuntsd with awide range of exaMples,
with numerators of one, two or three digits (e.g., 185/100; 2/100, 75/100). The othe: group Wats

presented with a limited range of examt*i;all numerators cornPrisedaf twodigits (e.g., 213/

84/100, 55/100). Carnine hypothesized thst Student's in the ranked ranige group would learn t Ile
misconception that the decimal point is always:A*4W dirge* in front Of the digits in the numerator

(i.e., 4/100= .4, 185/100= .185). Ks predictien-that etude:rite would nOthe able ta generalize

to other examples was verified. Students inthe limitedrinie groups scored 0% and 7% respec tively

on the problem types X/I00,XXX/1000Rthe irritnediate Posttest. Students who had received the
full range of examples Stored WA and 93% reePectiirely,

Easily Cathred bees. When highly similar tenns (e.g., the terms numerator and denom-

inator) ate introduced at the sante time, there'll; an Immo* likelihood that students will beconw
confused. In the basal program, the terms numeritor-and denominator were introduced in the

same lesson. In subsequent fraction oomph* the tiadier *erred to the termsnumerator
denominator, and the labels *peered ori somiworkskeets,-but no systematic teaching ensured

that students coul& successfully apply the libels to the,aPpropriateparts of a fraction.
In the Mastering Fractions program, the tan* trunierafor end denominator were separated by

several lessons; so that students were facile with one-label before the tither', similar label wah
introduced. This procedure decreasekthe latelthood that studentswill beccme confused and make

reversals.

Explkk $traka. Tokio"
In the basal protyam, students are not always given an explicit strategy to soive a problem.

This could lead to student misunderstandings. Equivalentfractions serve as an example. In the first

100
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set of basal exercises, pictures of the two equivalent fractions, and three of the four fracnun
numbers are given; the students count the number of shaded parts to complete the problem:.

r r
Students can write the fourth number and complete the equation without understanding equrva
lent fractions. The students count the shaded parts and write the numerator. In the final si.t 4

exercises given that day, the pictures are removed.

3r -r
The student workbook states, "You may draw a picture to help you." At least some students

will not be sure how many parts to draw or shade; unless, of course, they already know how to write
3/4 as 6/8-

In Mastering Fractions, the strategy for equivalent fractions emphasizes this rule: when you
multiply by one you don't change the value. When a fraction is multiplied by a fraction equal to one.
the original fraction is equivalent to the new fraction; i.e.,

so,

Wit h this conceptual basis for equivalent fractions, students are introduced to t he st rat egy f();
determining the missing number when given a problem; e.g., 2/3 =?/6. First, students idenh.v tit,.
fraction of one they multiply 2/3 by, so as to end up with 6ths in the denominator. The denonun.to ct
of the fraction inside the parenthesis is 2, so the fraction equal to one is 2/2: 2/3 x (2/2) ?,

the missing numerator is 4: 2/3 = 4/6.
iiameenui, Carnine, Darch and Stein (1966) compared a basal approach to introduk

fractions with a strategy.based approach similar to that found in the Mastering Fradions curricts
lum. For the explicit rulobased strategy group, the teacher deironstrated concepts and skilk In
step-by-step fashion. Teacher guidance was gradually and systematically faded until st ude h welt.
performing independently. Correction procedures directed.students to the explicit Instructicut
they had received. In contrast, the basal approach wai much less structured, Emphasis Was Plot vd
on activities using student discussion and the use of maniptdatives. Students in the explicit strcnetw

group performed significantly higher on a criterion.referenced posttest and on a transfer test ccl

related fractions skills.

101
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A study was conducted to determine whether the instructional design features incorporated

into the videodisc program would have a significant effect on student performance. The study

compared the relatiVe effects of Mosteririg Fractionsand a traditional basal programon student

acquisition of skills in a unit on fractions. Claisroom behaviors known to be correlates of learning

(academic engagement and success rate duringthe lesson) were alsomeasured and an analysis of

students' error patterns was made. Stsident attitudes were also assessed, and information on

obtained levels of implementation were recorded. -

Many factors that research has identified as components of effective teaching (Brophy &

Good, 1986) were constant across the, two conditions: e.g., daily feedback on independent

assignments, guided practice prior to independent work, uninterrupted successful practice, and

quantity of review. The major differencesbetween the two condit ions werethe range and sequiq

ing of the instructional examples.

Subjects

Prior to training, subjectsfrom two high school math classes were screened for: (a) Mastery cit

the preskills necessary to learn basic fraction
conceptsandoperations, and (b) priorknowledge if

the specific skills to be taught. Two classes, both containingmains:treated students, participated

in the study. One of the classes was a remedial mathclass Containing 22 students. Eleven wert .

classified as learning-disabled (LD) ninth and tenth graders:the remaining 11 students were not

classified as handicapped. The other general math class contained 12 ninth graders in need of

remedial math, along with six ninth-, tenth-, and e1eventh-94de LD students. Students were

classified as LID based on the State of Oregonrecommendations. That is, anystudent scoring more

than three years befow grade level on two different standardized tests in the same skill urea

qualified for an individu ilized education program, and met the criterion for the Learnins.Disahled

classification.
In each classroom, qualifying students were randomly assigned to the basal text (BT) or

interactive videodisc (IV) treatment. This resulted in four instructional groups. In the remedial

class, nine students were assigned to each treatment. In the general mathclass, eight students

were assigned to each treatment.
Out of 34 subjects, only 28 completedthe study and took the posttest; 26 students took the

maintenance test. Subject attrition resulted froma variety of sources;five students were absent for

more than 50% of the intervention dayi, and one stUdent had recently arrived from Asia with

insufficient language skik to benefit from the instruction. One student could not take the main

tenance test ashe was in a detentioncenter at the timeof test administratiOn. Another student was

found to have cheated on the test, so hisscore wasnot included in the maintenance test data. Table

1 shows the number of subiects qualifying in each group who completed the study.

Treatment

Basal

Videodisc

Vale 1

Dietiribudos elf Subiscts is the Fear lestructiond Groupe

Class

Generai Math

8
57

'Five studeras were dropped due to enamor absence.

Total

16

12
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Menneres

Praha. Screening Test
A screening test, developed by the experimenter, was administered to ensure_that students

had mastered the requisite whole number sIdlls for a unit in fractions (i.e., facility with basic
addition, subtraction, and multiplication facts). The first part of the testcomprised ten of the more
difficult facts. All students who were tested achieved at least 80% and were eligible for the study

based on this criterion.
The second part of the screening test was criterion-referenced to the skills to be taught in the

fractions unit. Students who scored above 50% on this part were ineligible for the study. Ten
students were excluded based on this Criterion. Eligible subjectsWeregrouped in pairs, matched on

total math scores from the California Achievement Test(CAT) and on pretest scores. Individual
students within each pair were then randomlyassigned to the two treatment conditions. The mean

scores 'on a 6-item pretest for the videodisc-and basal groupa were 2.4 (SD = 1.16) and 2.1

(SD = .90), respectively. There were no sigificantdifferences between the groups. Mean scaled

scores (expanded standard scores) on theCAT were 511 kir the videodisc stlidents and 504 for the
basal students. Standard deviations were 56.25 and 60.6, respectively Again, these differences

were not significant. The mean scale siores corresponded to percentile score equivalents of 291h
percentile and 26th percentile respec tively. (CAT scores were notavailable for all students; N 10

for the IV group, N = 14 for the 31 group.)

Measures of Achievement
The principal measure for the study was a criterion-referenced test (CRT) developed by the -

experimenter.Two parallel forms were developed as a posttest and a two-week maintenance lest
The test included the following skills, taught in both the IV and BT conditions: writing fractions
from pictures, vocabulary (e.g., denominator), addition and subtraction of fractions with like
denominators, raWtiplication of fractions, and multipfication of a fraction and a whole number.

Relisbiety and Item Analysis. Field test versions of.the CRT were given to thirtyfourth- nd

fifth-graders who had had some fractions instruction. Internal consistency reliability was assessed

for each form; coefficient alpha reliability was .98 for post and .98for maintenance. Alierna:ettiiiii
reliability was 4150 evaluated; the Pearson correlation coefficient between the Iwo forms was %

Measures of Classroom Variables
Two classroom variables associated with higher student achievement are (a) total time

students are actively engaged in instructional activities; time 'on task' (Rosenshine, 1983) and

(b) student success rate while doing independent seatwork (Fisher et al., 1980).

Active Ensagentent An obiervational recording form Was designed to measure the extent

to which students were actively engagedduring iistructiOn:Each grOup of students was observed

either three Of four times during the study.-Student behaviiiinwere recorded with a sixsecond

momentary time sampling procedure. 'On-task' behaviors included answering questions, writing,
and watching the teacher or the monitor during the lesson presentation. Behaviors recorded as
'off-task' included gazing out of the window,- sleeping, or chatting . to another student. Other

behaviors (e.g., passing out papers, waiting for *disc assistance) were recorded as transitional

activities. Observers recorded ail on-taskbehaviers al plus (+), 414f-task behaviors as a minus ( ),

and all transitional activities as a zero. Thiis it was POW* to deterMine the- proPortion of
instructional' time spent in each of the-three behayior cateiorieskiieach or the two conditions.

&mean ate. indents' incependent seatwork wascollected et the end of four obiervat ion

lessons. The percent of problems attempted and the percent that were successfully completed was

calculated.

163
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Measures of Implementation
Implementation checklists were used to identify those elements of the teaching models that

were consistently implemented and those implemented at lower levels.The checklists were similar

to the form developed by Good, Grouws & Ebmeier (1983). All items on the checklists were

operationally defined. Below are two sample items that were applicable to both instructional

models.

0 Did the teacher award points for independent work done on

the previous day?

10 Did the teaclwr circulate dunng independent work reinforc

mg appropriate behavior?

YES NO NA

Items relating specifically to the IV model (e.g., whether the teacher checked student perk if

mance at the specified points in the ksson, or administered a daily review quiz) were devehwed

using the videodisc teacher's guide. Itemsepplicable only to the basal text 'method (e.g., whethei

the teacher provided an opportunity to tat manintgatives, or whether the teacher supplied

examples in addition to those presented in the text) were developed using the basal text teatilei

presentation book. Each item scored in the 'yes' category by the observer was tallied, and the

percent of total checks possible was calculated for each lesson observed.

Measures of Student Attitv les
A questionnaire was developed, based on the work of Fennema and Sherman (1976i

Students were asked their opinion on a 3.point scale in response to a series of statements that

related to students' evaluation of their math ability and of the relevance of fractions for daily life. I'm

Instance,

1. I think I could handle more difficult fractions.

2. Learning fractions is a waste of time.

Items were read to students one at a time and the question asked, "Is this true for you? ' Students

responded to each item with: Yes. No or Don't Know.

Materials

Interactive Videodisc
The materials required for implementation of the IV fractions curriculum were: a videodisc

player, the videodiscs, consumable student worksheets and teacher answer keys.

Lesson Format. Each videodisc lesson tookapproximately 30minutes to complete. I essc ins

typically began with a brief quiz covering the essential skills introduced in the previous lesm ot .

lesson presentation followed nextan explanation followed by written .problems fur l'Gst !t

several skills. After completing the lesson, students were assigned independent probk.ins

seatwork. The worksheets comprised 20 to40 items, including a variety of skills that students haci

learned thus far.
Unit Mastery Tests. In the IV curriculum, every fifth lesson was a test. Teal htirs used !Ile

tests to determine whether a review of partiCular skills was necessary from any of the four lessons

preceding the test lesson.

Basal Text
The materials required for implementation of the BT fractions curriculum were: a teacher

presentation book (with answer keys), student textbooks and consumable worksheets. In SOME,

lessons. manipulatives were also used, e.g., paper strips or fraction pie models.

104
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Lesson Format. Each 30-minute lesson wat designed to teach a single objective. Each less( ni
began with an introduction, in which the teacher used discussion and demonstrations to develop
ideas. Next, the teacher guided students through several examples in the student textbook before
assigning in-class problems. After completing the lesson, follow-up activities, usually involving
manipulatives, were used to consolidate the concept developed inlhe lesson. Students were then
assigned independent problems for seatwork. The worksheets comprised 20-40 items focusingun
the student objective introduced that day.

Review and Unit Tests. Review tests were provided at the end of the unit, sampling each of
the major skills and concepts that had been introduced. Teachers used the results of the review
test to reteach concepts and skills that students had not mastered. The unit test was pre...ented int-
next day. The review and unit tests sampled the same skills in the same order, and hod a
standardized test format.

Procedures

Teachers were the experimenter and a research assistant from the University of Oregon.
Each teacher taught one condition for one-half of the study, then changed conditions for the
remainder of the study, to minimize teacher-student effects.

Monitoring implementation
1 he teachers were.observed on -four.occasions to assess the level of implement .a..ti on in 1..it li

classroom. Teachers received specific feedback on their performance, using the lmplementanuit
Checklist (discussed under Measures). Throughout the study, teachers discussed any problems
associated with the implementation of the two approaches.

Observers
Two trained observers recorded students' time on-task and percent correct responhes I in

independent worksheets, on three or four occasions for each group of students. Before collet i ins
the experimental data, the observer s practiced using the instruments until inter-observer reliability
exceeded 85 percent.

Administration of Measures
Criterionreferenced tests were administered to all students participating in the study imme

diately following the completion of the unit (posttest), and two weeks after completion of the unil
(maintenance test). .

Students' on-task behavior and success rate, and levels of implementation were measured Int
the second, fourth, seventh and ninth days of the intervention. The experimenter condut led
student attitude surveys before and after completion of the study.

Results

The primary dependent variable was student performance on the 12-item criterion referelk I'll
test (post and maintenance). A 2 x 2 analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed on 1 he Clt I
scores. The betweensubjects factor was the instructional method (videodisc vs. basal text); the
within-subjects (repeated) factor was the time of test (post and maintenance). Significant main
effects were found for the instructional method [F= 17.28, p< .001) and for the time of test ( I.
4.53, p < .051 Figure 1 graphically depicts the mean scores for students in each condition on the
posttest and maintenance test. Table 2 presents the descriptive statistics for the llonpdritg al

G
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14 Videodisc instruction

Students in the videodisc and basal conditions were ontask 96% and 84% respectively of the
total instructional time during observation periods. A Mann Whitney UTest indicated a significant

difference between the two conditions (Uai p < .006). Students' performance on independent
seatv.vrk was 96% correct for the BT grocei and 91% correci for the IV group.

Levels of implementation were extremely high in both conditions; 93% of the pGssible irnpk.
me ntat ion behaviors were observed in the BT condition,and 92% kr the IV condition. Theitinittlho
was weakest in both conditions referred to the teacher awarding points for the previous day's
independent work.

100

90
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70

60

50
El interactive Videodisc
O Basal Text

Ilawaramena

POST PAARIT
Figure 1. Moan Percent Correct !WM on the Post and Maintsnancis Tests for

interactive Videodisc end Reset Treatments.

Table X
M. Standrzel Deviselse, arid Mimes Percent Confect Scores

on the NOW and Moiesseence Test

Posttest Maintenance Test

Instructional Method N M SD Mii, N M SD MI.

Interactive Videodisc 12 114 1.0 95.1 12 113 1.4 93.8

Basal Text 14 9.5 2.3 79.1 14 8.4 1.9 70.2

Responses from the student questionnaires were summarized and assigned a scow rangitvi
from -1 (all negative responses) to +1 (al positive responses) for the students' perception
(a) their competence in working with fractions, and (b) the relevance of fractions for daily life
Students in both conditions made similar gains in perceived competence and relevance. The

results are summarized in Table 3.
An analysis of covariance wee performed, with pretest scores serving as the covariate. Thew

were no significant differences betuven the two instructional groups for either type of quest Intl
(ability or relevance). This includes no significant difference in thechange in attitude between he

two groups. Both groups showed growth in perceived competence. This parallels the observed

growth in skillb as measured on the criterion-referenced test. Only trivial increase in percetved

relevance were found.

1 6'
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Tale 3
Maw Response es rho and PestSeedp Mks& Messeree

of Perceived Compaince Kurd Os Mum 44 Reams1'gaie Post-Type of Question

Competence
lv
BT

' 15

RelevanCe
.10 .81 IV

-.21 .54 BT
.48
.15

57

-.Scores range from -1 (very negative) to 4-1 (very positive).

Mamba
The results of the experiment suggest that the different instructional design fea ores in the t )

curricula produced different levels of student mastery ti the content covered. The students
receiving the videodisc curriculum scored significantly higher, both on-the criterion.refereht
posttest and on the maintenance test. The videodisc scoresalso droppeci less dramatically oyei
timea nonsignificant drr,; of 1% compared to a dropof 7% for the basal text students.

While a significant difference was found between the two condLans for students' on.task
behaviors, it should be noted that levels of °Mask were high in both concidions. Students receivin9
the basal lessons were well motivated and aCtively involvedduring the lesso. Similarly, student
success rates on independent worksheets were very high in both conditioriE 96% and91% correct
for the basal students and videodisc students, respectively. Theis fines* imply that the instruc
t tonal quality of the IV curriculum (rather than other process variables) was largely responsible k
the differences in student performance.

Pat terns of student errors also confirm the knportance of the specific differences between t he
programs. For example, a large proportion (75%) of students in the basal treatment made errors
when asked to write the fraction for a diagram representing a fraction greater than one. Given the
diagram

56% of the basal students wrote 5/6, even though all students could identify

as 1/2. The inability of 75% basal text students to extrapolate to fractions greater than otw is a
predictable consequence of all examples being less than at equal to one during the treatment
intervention. In contrast, only 8% of the videacisc students, who had beim exposed to fractions
greater than one, exhibited this error on the posttest. This perallds the results of the Carnine study
(1980) cited eider. For further discussion on the relationship between student error patterns and
instructional design, see Kelly (1986).
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Videodisc Instruction

Videodisc. Tedium**,

The potential of videodisc technology in the classroom lies in its ability to assist the teacher al

the consistent knplementation of bound iastructional procedures. The Mastering Fractions pm

gram takes advantage of the videodisc medium to demonstrate cow 9s clearly. For exampl,

when equivalent fractions are taught, students see a fraction on abalanc., oeam. The side with the

fraction tips down. When an equivalent fraction-is placed on the other side, the balance becr rine.

level. The video sequenceshwa what equality means in a vivid, compelling manner.

These procedures would be extremely labor intensive to whir, using more traditional

methods. For example, in the Hasselbring et al. study (1M) cited weer, the preparation and

organization of materials in the condition emulating the Mastering Fractions program necessitated

the employment of a half time teacher's aide.

A well designed program can also improve the quality ofinstruction provided by k.ss wank, ii

teachers. The videodisc program can provide clur inkial demonstrations and also provide ti

quent checks on student performance, helping teachers to diagnose student errors. Appropi

remediation procedurei canalso be specified in a disc program, providing the teacher withaine,os.,

for giving studentsimmediate correCtive feedback. In addition, thevideorlisc presentation free. m,

teacher from demonstratingat the front of the*classroom and enables the teacher to move aii11 MU.

the students, monitoring their performance.
The most obviousdisadvantage of the videodisc mediumas with any new technology is (lir

cost. However, the cost of hardware hasalready dropped substantially. The discs are also i

durable. Surface scratchesdo not hinder the video or.sound quality when the disc is played. TIH.

quality of the disc 4oes not deterionate over time, since thelaser beam reads grooves that

a heavy coating of plastic.
Presenting videodisc lessons to groups of students makes the technology even more

able. The combined costof the hardware andsoftwarifor a program such asMasmingfractiolisi.

approximately the same as twoApple microcomputersand one or two inexpensive math softw, ire

programs. If the videodisc is used five periods each day with classes of20 students, one hundred

students are sersted each day. In contrast, two microcomputers used for five periods each day

serve only ten students.
This study demonstrates how the interactive videodisc can facilitate the implementatu in tit

effective mathematics instruction. The capabilityof the videodisc medium to incorporate in.0 iii

t *gal design features, together with its lost effectiveness, demonstrates itspotential as a pi Avert's(

instructional tool.
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Quite commonly the differences between novices and experts are attributed to

general intelligence, superior problem solving skills, or imagination (Larkin,

McDermott, Simon & Simon, 1980). A closer examination of experts, however,

reveals something else. Recent work in cognitive science has underscored the

importance of subject area knowledge as a main factor that distinguishes novices

from experts. Chi (1978), Chase and Simon (1973), Jeffries, Turner, Poison, and

Atwood (1981) have conducted several interesting studies which indicate differences

in these knowledge levels are mainly due to substantial practice, a thorough

familiarity with the subject area, and a facile use of reliable strategies for solving

problems in the particular subject-area. Experts can rapidly retrieve :terns relevant .

to the problem at hand (Chase & Simon, 1973). As a result, experts solve problems

considerably faster and more accurately than novices. These studies show that the

primary difference is not innate ability, but expert's superior use of content specific

facts, concepts, and problem solving strategies - a state arising from instruction and

extensive practice or structured experience.

This research has considerable implications for special education, particularly

for mildly handicapped secondary students who need to learn more than just basic

skills. Some educators (e.g., Goodlad, 1983) note that these students, when

mainstreamed, are e4ected to graduate from high school with their non-

handicapped peers. Yet secondary special education instruction often amounts to

simple drill on elementary facts and concepts. Although automaticity in math facts,

for example, is important, these students also need to learn information that is more

in-keeping with what is taught at the secondary level. If these students are to master

many of the same basic requirements as their non-handicapped peers, as some

educators have suggested (e.g., Meyen, Alley, Scannell, Hamden, & Miller, 1982),

then they need to be taught complex concepts and problem solving strategies as

well as elementary facts.

l i 1.
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This view is not intended to imply that mildly handicapped students will or

should become experts in a subject area. Rather, mastery or competence in specific

knowledge a less thorough, but adequate understanding of the maierial is a

more reasonable goal. In essence, students need to be taught how think more

"effectively" about a subject area. Students should le:tit cure facts, concepts, and

rules at an automatic level and then use explicitly taught strategies to solve a range

of challenging problems.

Dazioning instrugliQabt_the_aarandactlayeLlbaudiral

Tnaching these skills involves well designed instruction within a specific content

area. Such instruction should1horougilly describe the different stages that lead the

mildly handicapped student from a novice state to a level of competence. A

description of this process, which is always guicred by the content as well as by

instructional design principles, should detail how best to organize different kinds of

knowledge in a content area. This description should also include the

interrelationship between different kinds of knowledge (e.g., how knowledge of basic

facts and concepts relate to problem solving strategies) and the optimal means for

teaching each kind of knowledge. Some instructional designers (Case & Bereiter,

1984; Engelmann & Camine, 1982) have already begun to articulate the many steps

that move a student toward competence in a subject area.

For the last two years we have been studying the effects of CAI on mildly

handicapped secondary students. CAI was chosen because of its increasing

popularity in the schools and more importantly, because it is useful medium for

embedding and then testing many empirically based instructional design principles.

Our research has been conducted in three different areas: fact instruction in

vocabulary, concept instruction in elementary logic, and problem solving in health

education. Each of these approaches represents a different level of teaching in the

novice to "competence" continuum.
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As curricular approaches, the programs are designed to be tutorial or

compensatory (Deshler, Schumaker, Lenz & Ellis,1984). That is, the programs are

designed to either teach the student secondary level information in the quickest,

most effective means possible (e.g., vocabulary instruction) or the curriculum is

altered in such a fashion that students are taught Comparable information in a

different way. Technology, when used selectively, can assist this process by

relieving teachers of time consuming, relatively low lov& teaching and, in some

cases, es a way of conveying information not easily presented by conventional

means.

In our experimental studies, the major focus in the data analysis has been the

comparative performance of handicapped students randomly assigned to various

experimental conditions. However, we have also tested samples of non-

handicapped secondary students on the criterion referenced post test measures

used in the study. This quasi-experimental procedure was used in order to gauge

the progress of our experimental students in becoming competent in a content area.

Our goal was for the subjects in the experimental treatment to a) surpass mildly

handicapped subjects in the comparison group aud b) perform at a level similar to

non-:iandicapped student_ ..)n the skill.

The items contained in our measures are well within the range of typical

instruction at the secondary level. Where in some cases non-handicapped students

may not have been directly taught the exact content prior to test administration (e.g.,

a particular vocabulary word or how to derive a conclusion from two premises), it is

- not unreasonable to expect that many of these students could have gained this

knowledge on their own. Performance levels of non-handicapped students were

significantly above a chance level of responding, enough to justify this assumption.

Insofar as the differences between the experimental groups and their non-

handicapped peers diminishes after instruction, we are better able to understand the
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combined effects of instructional design principles and technology on the acquisition

of domain specific knowledge. Furthermore, we can judge the extent to which mildly

handicapped students are meeting basic academic requirements. What follows is a

description of each program, the results of our quasi-experimental analyses with

normal high school students, and the implications for knowledge development within

a specific content area.

Teaching_Vocabulary: Instal& fort at the Fact Lave(

Teaching vocabulary is regarded as important instructional activity, particularly

as word knovJedge is highly correlated with reading-comprehension skills. Irt light of

this, many researchers (Anderson & Freebody, 1981; Pearson & Gallagher, 1983;

Tierney & Cunningham,1984) have looked for effective ways to teach vocabulary.

Unfortunately, those methods which were most successful also required a

considerable amount of instructional time. For example, a study by Beck, Perfetti,

and McKeown (1982) attempted to teach only 104 words in 75 thirty-minute lessons.

At the end of the study, students knew an average of 85 words that they did not know

prior to the program, but this took 2,250 minutes of instruction or approximately 26

minutes per word. This amount of 'Arne is considerably more than that typically

devoted to vocabulary instruction in the middle grades (Durkin, 1979; Roser & Juel,

1981).

Computer assisted instrucfion, ;.t would appear, offers the advantage of

increasing instructional time on such a low level task without pladng increased

demands on a teachers already limited time. Students should be able to master the

words more effectively if they are given extra practice on difficult words and

cumulative review throughout the program. In the end, it is hoped that this

knowledge will be used later in reading and writing activities.

We compared two methods of computer assisted instrucfion (CAI) for teaching

11 4
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vocabulary to mildly handicapped secondary students (Johnson, Camine, & Gersten,

1986). The study examined the impact of two instructional design variables: the

effect of size of the teaching sets and provisions for daily and cumulative review on

the acquisition and maintenance of word meaning. Two CAI vocabulary programs

were used to present the same 50 words and definitions.

The experimental software program used in the study, the Small Teaching Set

program (Gamine, Rankin, & Granzin, 1984), begins by testing students on a set of

50 words. Lessons are created using only words student could not define on the

pretest. The program then provides instruction on a leaching set" of no more than

three new words. After initial instruction, these-words are then added-to a "practice

set" consisting of a maximum of seven words. The student must meet a specific

mastery criterion on each word (i.e., two consecutively correct responses in each of

two lessons) before it is removed from the practice set. Once the student has

mastered ten words, the program tests the students on these words. Missed words

are placed in the practice set and retaught. Figure 1 is a visual representation of the

practice and review schedules embedded in the program. The figure shows how a

word moves from an initial test item through a practice set to a final cumulative

review lesson.

(Insert Figure 1 about here]

The comparison program, the Large Teaching Set program, teaches words in

sets of 25 words (Davidson & Eckert, 1983). The student may choose to learn the

words in any of four types of formats: (a) a teaching display which shows the word,

its definition, and one example sentence; (b) a multiple choice quiz format; (c) an

exercise in which a definition is displayed and the student must spell the correct

missing word to complete a sentence; and (d) an arcade-type game in which the

student matches words to their definitions. No cumu!ative review format was

incorporated into the program.
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Twenty-four mildly handicapped high school students were randomly assigned

to one of the two CAI programs. The same set of 50 words were used in both

programs. Students worked individually on their assigned program 20 minutes a

day until they reached mastery. These words, 25 verbs and 25 adjectives, were

considered important by two secondary special education teachers.

Pll students were given a 50 item, multiple choice test on the definitions as

soon as they achieved mastery (i.e., 90 percent). Ten of the twelve subjects (83%) in

the Small Teaching Set program met mastery criterion by the end of 11 sessions,

while this was true for only eight of the twelve subjects (67%) in the Large Teaching

Set program. The study was terminated after 11 sessions because the remaining

subjects were experiencing frustrations. The mean number of sessions to mastery

(for those who reached mastery) was 7.6 for those in the Small Teaching Set and 9.1

in the Large Teaching Set program. Results of a oest indicate this difference is

significant (2 < .05). Hence, subjects in the Small Teaching Set program mastered

the 50 words in significantly less time. In addition, more students in the Small

Teaching Set program reached mastery within 11 lessons. Given that the groups

achieved equivalent leve% of performance on the multiple-choice tests, their

difference in acquisition rates becomes even more meaningful. Subjects taught with

the Small Teaching Set program required less time to meet mastery critelion on the

words, yet their posttest performance was equal to that of subjects in the other

treatment who took longer reaching mastery.

HO./ 01 ii. .110 ,.90:i I X41/ ..110 .511 _ta

The same 50-item multiple choice vocabulary test was administered to a

sample of 30 non-handicapped 10th-grade students in a regular English class. As

Table 1 demonstrates, the posttest mean scores of the mildly handicapped subjects

were slightly higher than the non-handicapped students mean score. After a

1 I 6



maximum of 11 sessions of computer-assisted vocabulary instruction, the

performance of mildly handicapped subjects on the multiple choice test was very

similar to that of non-handicapped 10th grade students.

(Insert Table 1 about here]

implications for Software Desigq

Two issues arise from this study. First, the size of the teaching set and

schedules for review led to an significant difference in learning rates between the

two handicapped groups. Exempt') set size and review schedules are comparatively

subtle instructional design principles, yet they are essential for tasks where a

considerable amount o! practice and memorization are-required.

Second, a minor finding in the study had to do-with the arcade-type game

contained in Large Teaching Set program. During the stuJy, some of the Small

Teaching Set students occasionally asked the experimenter why they didn't get to

play a game like the one in the other program. However, after the study, student's in

the Small Teaching Set were asked what they specifically did not like about the

program. Not one subject mentioned the lack of a computer game format.

This finding, though preliminary, is important for CAI software designers who

apparently believe that for educational software to be motivating, it must approximate

computer games that are popular in video arcades. Focusing on these kinds of

surface features rather than the instructional design considerations relevant to the

task may very well lead to software progiams that are insufficiently structured for

success.

mentary Logjc: Instruction at the Concept Lave(

An understanding of elementary reasoning and logic typically precedes a

student's further training in analytic thinking. Once a student has a firm grounding in

basic reasoning skills, teachers are in a better position to show students how to spot
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faulty arguments, identify false conclusions, and detect unwarranted generalizations.

Zetlin and Bilsky (1980), however, suggst that educators create a self-fulfilling

prophecy by not routinely teaching reasoning skills to special education students.

These students consistently perform poorly on logics' problem solvirtg tasks (Spitz &

Borys, 1977) and as a consequence, teachers often believe that these students

cannot be taught reasoning skills.

The Reasoning Skills program (Engelmann, Camino, & Collins, 1983) was

designed to teach students to: a) to draw conclusions from two statements of

evidence and b) to determine whether a three-statement argument was logical or

illogical. The program taught students the three possiblekey words.(5ome,aa; /m)

that can begin any statement in an argument; their relationship to inclusive,

overlapping and non-overlapping classes; and relevant rules for constructing

arguments. St.:dents were also taught to identify unsound arguments by citing one

of three reasons (e.g., inappropriate key word in the conclusion, the appropriate

class size is not named in the conclusion).

The major strength of the Reasoning Skills program is the teaching of an

explicit, step-by-step strategy based on a series of carefully controlled rules. Figure

2a represents the skill of drawing a conclusion from two statements of evidence.

This requires the student to first read the evidence statements and check for key

words that begin each statement. On this basis, the student is able to use a set of

rules to first determine the key word in the conclusion and next, to complete the rest

of the conclusion based on an examination of the classes in the evidence.

[Insert Figure 21 about here]

Figure 2b portrays a more wmplex task: critiquing an argument. A student must

read both the evidence and conclusion and determine if the conclusion follows from

the two evidence statements. To critique our argument, the student must consider

more features than when constructing a conclusion (e.g., implications of the key word
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in the conclusion for class membership and order in the evidence statements). As in

the previous task, the student must look at key words and classes. Howaver, he or

she must now make this evaluation by using a set criteria (i.e., the multiple choice

items) that force the student to apply all previously learned knowledge about

arguments.

[Insert Figure 2t about here]

The advantage of the Reasoning Skills program over more traditional

introductions to elementary iogic is that the program tnaches concepts with a

minimum of verbage. Concepts such as major and minor premises, middle terms,

distribution of terms, and subject and predicate distinct= are-avoided: Evert

further, th3 reflexive relationship between the statements of evidence (i.e., their order

or position can be interchanged with no effect on the conclusion) are demonstrated

in the program rather than ths typical method where the major premise is

conventionally written first (Black, 1952). For example, consider the argun

All French presidents are bald.
some socialists are Frenct presidents,

Some socialists are bald.

It would be common for the major premise (All French presidents are bald) to appear

first, even though this is unnecessary. It is likely that students, particularly mildly

handicapped students;who continually see only this kind of ordering will have

difficulty drawing conclusions when the statements of evidence are reversed.

I - I 01: ti .4, - I !-: si:t t I 1,

The main interest in our study was to examine the effects of different correction

procedures on two groups of remedial and mildly handicapped students (Collins,

Camino & Gersten, in press). Thirty-four students were randomly assigned to one

of two groups: the Basic Correction or the Elaborated Correction group. When
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students in the Basic Correction group made an error, they were told the response

was incorrect and were provided the correct answer. When a student in the

Elaborated Correction group made a mistake, he or she was immediately corrected

and an explanation related the explicit strategy that the student had learned earlier.

This was the only difference between the two conditions. In both conditions, students

worked individually on a microcomputer. Students worked on their respective

version of the program until they completed five lessons.

Student learning was measured on a criterion referenced test. The data

analysis indicated a significant difference favoring the Elaborated Corrections group

(a < .001) on both the immediate posttest and a maintenance test administered Woe.-

weeks later. There was also a significant difference between the two groups on the

transfer test, again favoring the Elaborated Correction group (a < .05). The transfer

test used arguments embedded in prose passages.

The two groups took roughly an equivalent amount o. dme to complete the five

lessons, indicating the extra time required to read the elaborated wrrections may have

been compensated for by faster acquisition of the material. This interpretation

suggests that taking more time early in a complex instructional sequence to offer

elaborated corrections may, in fat, lead to savings in instructional time later in a

program.

Comparfamanctuf_theAllgllyikackagtwaSuignmativP

Following this study, the program was revised and presented to another sample

of mildly handicapped secondary students. The Test of Formal Logic was also

administered to three non-handicapped groups: a tenth grade honors class, a

college level logic class, and college level education students. Table 2 shows the

ANOVA results Pad 1 of the Formal Logic Test. This section of the test measured the

cltudents' ability to identify the key word in the conclusion and write the remainder of

the conclusion based on two evidence statements. Tukey post hoc comparisons

1Z 0
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showed only one significant difference between the first three groups (i.e., the

instructed handicapped students, the honors class, the logic eass) and the

education students (11*< .05). The education students from the university scored

significantly lower than the instructed handicapped students and the other two

groups.

(Insert Table 2 about herej

Table 3 shows ANOVA results Part II of the test. This section requires students

to determine whether or not an argument is faulty and if so, select a reason. A Tukey

post hoc comparison showed a significant difference between logic class and the

other three groups (i.e., the handicapped, honors class, and education students) (II .<

.05). There were nonsignificant differences between.the last three groups. This

finding indicates that on sophisticaled reasoning skills, only the university logic

students are competent. In contrast, el the easier reasoning skills, all the groups are

comparable except for the lower performing university education students. Most

important, there were non-significant differences between the university logic class

and the high school handcapped students on the easier reasoning skills.

(Insert Table 3 ab3ut here]

ImplIcatipne for Software Design

As previously described, the Reasoning Skills program contains several

instructional design features thal allow the student to achieve competence in a

complex area of knowledge. Most important is a generalizable strategy that applied

to all arguments except ones containing double negatives. Once we devised an

overall strategy, the program was divided into distinct components. Necessary skills

for each component were pretaught. For example, students were taught how to

evaluate evidence statements to see if they were appropriate before they applied

rules for using key words in determining the logical soundness of the conclusion.

Each component was chained to the next one. As the learner moved from one

1 41
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component to the next, prompts were faded. That is, added instructional elements -
ones that would trigger the execution of a compor nt - were gradually removed.

For example, once a student learned how to evaluate the appropriateness of

evidence statements they were prompted to look bet the first word h the conclusion.

Eventually, this prompt was laded and instruction focused instead on the two classes

in the conclusion that followed the key word. introduction of new components and

prompt fading continued until all types of arguments (i.e., all, lam /a were

gradually integrated. Students were given discrimination practice between the

different types of arguments for the remaining lessons in the program.

By minimizing the verbage traditionallyassociated with the subject and

concentrating, instead, on class size, the student is able to "reason" about

arguments. The program demonstrates that a CAl tutorial can teach these skills

without added teacher instruction. What is required is a carefu4 preliminary analysis

of the content by a curriculum designer. The next step, which has not been

completed yet, in to link the program to further instruction in reasoning and logic (e.g.,

analyzing longer arguments or detecting improper imeralizations ;n short

paragraphs).

Health Kngikesta: Instruction in Problem SoMnq

Secondary students spend a considerable amount of thair time complefig

application-oriented activities. They., academic tasks often involve higher order

cognitive skills, and students are asked to make a variety of inferences abctit a

subject area by prudently using facts, concepts, and content related strategies or

problem solving skills. Some writers (Doob, 1972; Greenblat & Duke, 1975; Budoff,

Thormanr., & Gras, 1984) have suggested that one way to enhance the higher order

skills of students is through educational simations. In addition, simulations have

been suggested as a way of increasing me participation of lower achieving and

122
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inattentive students ( Farran, 1968; Boocock & Schild, 1968; Stembler, 1975 ).

One of our interests in studying simulations was to investigate how they could

be used to snhansa - rather than replace 7 secondary level instruction, not only in

terms of their affect on basic fact and concept retention, but as they related to

problem soMng. We chose a health simulation because it was designed to foster

the acquisition of particular strategies. JiealtJi, Nan was preceded by a tutorial

containing three simpler versions of the simulation profiles, each one slightly more

complex than the preceding one. This gradual progression from simple to complex

allowed aspects of an overall monitoring strategy to be introduced and practiced.

Health was also a good subject area because it is rich in-facts andconcepts.

Figure 3 gives a visual representation of the strategies the students needed to

use to succeed at Health Ways. Students monitor three separate strategies (i.e.,

prioritizing and changing bad habits, checking the stress level, and maintaining

health changes) through a monitoring or meta-strategy. While playing a Ham

Ways game, the student first priorrzies and changes a bad health habit, moving

down through the tree until an appropriate action czn be taken. V there is no current

disease, he or she next looks at the hereditary diseases. If there is cne, a related

health habit (e.g., eating foods with too much sugar for a person with an hereditary

history of diabetes) is identified and the student attempts to change the habit through

the F8 "computer." F8, essentially, simulates fate or chance. It displays four random

numbers, each between five and twenty-five. Number values are associated with

successful changes and the score on F8 determines whether or not the habit can be

changed.

[Insert Figure 3 about herej

Regardless of the success on the F8 game, the student must return to the upper

level of the the tree and move to the right to the check-stress- level strategy. Again,

the student descends in the tree, this time in the check-stress branch, to determine

2 3
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the appropriate action. Next, the student returns to the upper level, moves to the

maintain-health-changes strategy and, f necessary, descends in that branch. The

process of descending ano traversing the tree (i.e., going back to the far left once the

rig'it most branch is checked) is repeated until the student succeeds or fails at

achieving the main goal (i.e., increasing expected age to winning age).

Comparative Performance of the Mildly Handicanped:Studenta

To measure the effects of the simulation, thirty students were randomly

assigned to either the conventional or simulation condition. Direct instruction

techniques were used to teach a typical health curriculum to all students for 20

minutes per day for twelve days. This was the first part ()teach day's lesson.

At the end of the initial instruction, students separated into two groups - one'.

which worked on applicatici activities (the conventional group) and the other with

the computer simulation (the simulation group). The conventional group worked in

the resource room under the supervision of the resource room teacher, who

presented these students with a variety of application or review activities.

Simulation students, on the other hand, were taught in a computer lab, each

student working individually at a microcomputer. The twelve day course of

instruction for these students was broken into three phases: initial modeling (three

days), guided practice on three simulation games (two days), and independent

practice with individual feedback from the instructor (seven days). During the initial

modeling phase, students were taught an explicit strategy for using the simulation.

The effects of appropriate and inappropriate strategies were demonstrated.

Students were first shown how to prioritize health problems by using information they

had learned in the direct instruction portion of the lesson. As the researcher

demonstrated progressively more difficult games or profiles, students were shown

how to monitor and change two other lariables: stress level and maintenance of

heaith changes. During the guided practice phase, students were then able to

1Z4
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practice different strategies with feedback from the researcher.

Students were assessed one day, two days, and two weeks following the

instruction. On the first day, student's acquisition of basic facts and concepts about

health taught in the curriculum was measured by the Nutrition and Disease Test.

The first 20 questions of this test were solely from the written curriculum. The

remaining 10 covered material that appeared in bu;$1 the Written curriculum and the

Heat wan simulation. Internal consistency reliability (coefficient aipha) of this

measure is .84. On the second day, the students were given the Health Diagnosis

Test, an individually administered test that measured prioritizing skills. This test was

a set of three written profiles and measured health related problem soMng

the student's ability to detect important health problems.facing an individual,.identify

and change related health habits, and control stress as it increased due to the health

changes). The Health Diagnosis Test has a test - retest reliability of .81. Two weeks

after the instruction the students were again given the Nutrition and Disease Test.

This served as a retention measure.

The 30 item Nutrition and Disease test was broken into two subscales: (a) items

reinforced by the Health Ways simulation, and (b) items taught in the curriculum and

not reinforced by the simulation. The effect on items reinforced by Health Ways was

significant (a < .01) and nonsignificant for those items not reinforced (a < .06). This

indicates that the simulation was an effective vehicle for reviewing material that had

already been taught in the written curriculum.

t-tests performed on the Diagnosis Test demonstrate a significant difference

between the two groups (p < .001) in problem solving skills. Simulation students

were better able to diagnose health problems, prioritize them as to their effects on an

individual's longevity, and prescribe appropriate remedies.
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A one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) compared the test performance of the

conventional and simulation groups with a random selection of students from regular

health classes who did not participate in the study. Again, scores frorn each section

of the Health Ways Nutrition and Disease Test and the Health Ways Diagnosis Test

were analyzed. Tablei shows a significant difference between the three groups on

the Diagnosis Test (2, < .001). A Tukey post-hoc comparison indicated significant

differences between the handicapped simulation students and those in the regular

classroom (2 < .01) Is well as a significant difference between the regular

classroom students and the mildly handicapped students in the-conventional groups -

(2 < .01).

A significant difference also appeared between the groups on the reinforced

subscale of the Nutrition and Disease Test (a < .01). Tukey post-hoc comparison

showed a significant difference between the mildly handicapped simulation group

and the two other groups (II < .05), favoring the handicapped students taught by

Health Ways, but no difference on items not reinforced.

We infer from the results that a combination of direct instruction in basic facts

and concepts with a computer simulation was successful in teaching problem solving

in a content area. Further, the superior performance by those in the simulation group

over non-handicapped students from regular health classes shows that this kind of

problem solving is by no means an automatic by-product of regular high school

instruction. Instead, teaching competence in health requires a careful orchestration

and integration of facts, concepts, and strategies.

Jrnplications for Software niisicaa

The success of the Health Ways study was a direct product of a careful analysis

of simulation interventions. As Figure 3 indicates, a student must use many skills. In

order to execute appropriate actions, a student must have a firm grasp of both facts
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(e.g., what is cholesterol? What disease is related to cholesterol?) and strategies

(e.g., The stress level is going up and I haven't changed an important bad habit yet.

What do I do?). In such a network of information is is easy for a student to act in

many ways that lead to serious errors. For mildly handicapped students, the effect of

this is usually frustration and a failure to learn anything from the simulation.

This is why an explicit strategy is essential. As with Reasoning Skills,

components of the strategy are progressively introduced and then chained together.

Here, students first learned about prioritizing and then wer.. drompted to execute

specific actions under certain conditions (e.g., The characters current disease is

lung cancer. What related habit should you look at?- Does alcohol have anything to

do with lung cancer? Does smoking?). When the next component (i.e., stress

management) was introduced, prompts for students for prioritizing were gradually

faded. The fading, which lasted through the guided practice phase, allowed students

to maintain a high level of success while learning essential skills.

Integrating software with traditional curriculum and using an explicit strategy for

using the simulation had a very significant effect on problem solving ability and

hence, student competence in the content area. In health, as with many science and

social studies areas, there are wide range of goals, many of which are discretionary.

This study shows that both the curdeulum and the software can be adapted to meet

important instructional goals, ones that lead to increased competence in the subject

matter.

Finally, linking traditional practices to computer instruction allows far the optimal

use of each medium. Group instruction is an efficient way of teaching and firming

basic fact and concept knowledge. It is particularly appealing where schools only

provide enough computers for an entire class in a computer lab. With the high

demand placed on labs, computer time must be used judiciously. In this-study,

I:team Ways. was used to teach problem soMng skills that could not be easily be
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demonstrated by conventional means. Thui, computer use was restricted to an area

where it optimized instruction.

Conclusions

The three studies suggest that instructional design principles and computer

technology can effectively work together in teaching mildly handicapped students to

think more effectively about a contei it area. We believe that successful programs

either with or without the use of technology begin with a careful analysis of how

best to teach the content. This requires an understanding of how different kinds of

knowledge in the content area are related as well as how the knowledge can be

effectively sequenced. From this content arialysis,.amintegrapart of the instructional

design process, comes the use of empirically based principles for sequencing and

presenting the material. Finally, we consider whether or not technology is the most

efficient or optimal means of instruction.

The three studies reviewed above bear out this curriculum process. The ability

to define words is fact level knowledge that requires considerable practice. An

above average amount of practice is required for mildly handicapped students. To

increase the efficiency of this practice, an optimal example set size and cycles of

review were employed. Finally, we used a CAI program incorporating these design

principles in order to relieve teachers of this time consuming and relatively low level

task.

In analyzing elementary reasoning skills (our example of concept teaching), we

noted that traditional instruction often does not provide eXplicit, step-by-step

strategies and tends to be laden with too many terms and definitions. An elaborated

correction was used because the content was rule based and thus, when students

erred they were reminded of the procedure for deriving the answer.

We used a CAI program to test whether or not such knowledge could be

adequately taught as a tutorial. Typically, CAI programs merely provide drill and
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practice exercises to supplement teacher instruction. Here the program was a true

tutoriai it did all the instructing.

Finally, our simulation instruction evolved out of an examination of problem

solving instruction. As with social studies, health is a discretionary content area,

allowing for various instructional goals. Typical health instrUction often treats many

diseases and bad health habits in an indepth, but undifferentiated fashion. That is,

students are rarely given the opportunity to comparatively examine and Prioritize the

relative impact of different habits on a particular individual's heredity and lifestyle.

Nor do they integrate the implications growing out of this prioritization with stress

management and maintenance of habit changes.

By combining direct instruction in basic facts and concepts with an explicit

strategy for using a simulation, we were able to teach more advanced forms of

knowledge in health. The explicit strategy enabled the mildly handicapped students

to focus on the essential features of the simulation and not be misled by distracting

information. We chose the computer simulation because it allowed us to dynamically

display charges in the three main areas of each profile (i.e., prioritizing, stress

management, and maintenance). Each change had repercussions on all other

system variables, thus forcing the student to manipulate several factors at once.

Although it might have been possible to demonstrate these kinds of interactions

through other means (e.g., role playing, board games), we are convinced that a

computer is the optimal medium for demonstrating dynamic change.

It is tempting to try to infer too much from the results of the quasi-experimental

component of our studies. A truer reflection of the combined effects of instructional

design principles and technology would come from a sedes of aptitude treatment

interaction studies. It is worth noting, however, that our studies do give us some

indication of the effect of these two variables on mastery of material. Results of the

vocabulary study, for example, show that handicapped students achieved
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performance levels comparable to non-handicapped peers. This was a function, no

doubt, of increased and efficient practice as well as direct instructon in the material.

Furthermore, it is unlikely that the lack of difference between the two populations was

due to some change in general intelligence or distractability.

Data from the logic study are even more compelling. Significant differences on

Total Test show a superior knowledge of logic by the handicapped secondary

students over college level education students. One might attribute this difference to

the general difficulty of the skill. But it is the nonsignificent differences between the

college level logic students and the handicapped students that is the most important

comparison.. These data indicate that mildly handicapped.students.can be .taught

complex material to a level that is comparable to older, non-handicapped students

who have received different instruction over the same content.

The mildly handicapped students who received the health simulation scored

higher than both the handicapped control group and the non-hanctapped peers

from regular health classes on the problem solving measure. Admittedly, much of

this difference can be attributed to specific instruction in this area; these skills are not

a ready by-product of typical health instruction. However, these are desirable

problem solving skills, as noted by three secondary health teachers who reviewed

the meat,ure. Furthermore, these skills reflect an above average level of

competence.

We base this comment on the performance of two non-handicapped students

who were given the measure. Both students, rated by the teacher in a later

discussion as being two of the best students in the class, had the highest scores on

the Diagnosis Test. When asked by the researcher why they had completed the

exercises as they did, each student articulated a set of strategies that were fully

consistent with those contairied in the explicit strategy. Thus, the handicapped

students in the simulation group were taught to use strategies highly comparable to
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ones used by the two non-handicapped students. Performance by these two

students reveals an integration of heafth knowledge that is at a higher level than

most of their peers yet comparable to many of the handicapped students in the

simulation group.

Our results do not imply that a concentrated effort in instructional design and

technology will erase all differences between mildly handicapped and non-

handicapped students. There are simply too many other variables that account for

the difference between the two groups. Instead, by pushing these two factors to the

forefront, we are better able to explore the limits of education for the mildly

handicapped in a far more precise manner. In doing this,.we-come closer to... --

enabling secondary mildly hanJicapped students to meeting the basic requirements

expected of their non-handicapped peers.

Technology enables us to present certain kinds of instruction (e.g., the dynamic

change in a health profile) in ways that we were incapable of doing in the past; the

consequence being an integration of traditional and technology based curriculum.

This point is critical. Software designers in the past have too often looked at

technology based programs as stand alone products. Many times this has led to

peculiar developments to name formats that will hold the students attention or to

programs that are so broad (e.g., LOGO, Rocky's Boots) the' the instructional goals

are neither clear nor easily accomplished. A better understanding of the application

of technology in special education is gradually emerging as it is linked to better

instructional design principles.
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Table 1

Comparison of Mildly Handicapped with Nonhandicapped Samples:
Multiple Choice Vocabulary Test

Percent
Group Test SD

Mean

Correct

Small Teaching Set posttest 12 42.0 4.0 84.0

Large Teaching Set posttest 12 43.7 7.7 37.4

Nonhandicapped
Comparison (10th grade) 26 40.3 4.9 80.6
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Table 3

Part II of the Formal Logic Test

Source D.P. Sum of Squares Meari_Squares F Ratio

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

3
143
146

112.2
1190.18
1302.42

37.41
8.32

4.49 .005
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Table

Means (M) and Standard Deviations (SD) for Three Groups

SD

Nutrition and Disease Test
Total Score

Mildly Handcapped Students:
Simuladon 15 22.00 3.71
Conventional 15 17.93 5.86
Non-Handcapped Students: 15 19.47 4.94

Nutrition and Disease Test:
Items Reinforced by
flealth Wkvs

Mildly Handicapped Students:
Simulation 15 7.33 1.35
Conventional 15 5.60 2.20
Non-Handicapped Smdents: 15 5.53 1.46

Health Ways Diamosis Test
Total Score

Mildly Handicapped Students:
Simulation 15 27.73 5.89
Conventional 15 12.47 4.88
Non-Handicapped Students: 15 18.07 6.03



Test Words: Student
Misses 'Abundant'

FIGURE 1

Task: What does Abundard Mean?

a) tied up
b) plentiful
c) to roam around
d) scarce
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Figure 2a

Problem: All incisors are teeth
No teeth are muscies

Task 1: What will be the first word in the conclusion? (all, some, no)

- Task 2: Write the conclusion on the line below.

some all

11
no

Rule : If an evidence statement begins with
no, the conclusion begins with no.

Rule : Concluaions beginning with no must be
followed by the smallest class.

Rule : Complete the conclusion with the other
class named once in the evidence statements.

Write 'No Incisors are Muscles' for Task 2



Problem:

No metals are plants
All plants are living things
No metals are living things

Rule: If an evidence statement begins with NO, the conclusionL
begins with NO

Figure 2b

Write the number below that best tells about this argument
I. The argument is sound
2. The conclusion does not name the smallest class
3. The conclusion does not name the largest class
4. The conclusion does not begin with the right word

Some

no

au

if

not

if so

Rule: Conclusions Beginning with NO must be followed by the
smallest class

check to
see if 'metals'
is the steeliest
dass not

1 i



Figure 3

Goal: Increase the Expected Age
to the Optimal Age

Monitor 3 Variables

Check Stress Level
Mainotin
Health
Changes

other bad
health habits

Has Habit Been
Maintained within
Last 6 Plays of

Game?411La... ,7!

no

Choose Stress
Reducdon
Method from
Opdas List

Attempt Change Through

F8 Game

Check Maintenance
Menu Opdots

Maintain only
Those Chines
ffibliened on
the List


